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In t roduct ion  
Differential calculus, as it is usually understood, may be seen as a formalism that allows to 
"pass to the limit" in certain difference quotients and to prove basic rules for this procedure 
- maybe the most important of these rules is the chain rule for Ck-maps, which makes it 
possible to define differential manifolds and Lie groups and many other important notions. 
Here, we present an approach to differential calculus on finite- and infinite-dimensional 
spaces which keeps close to this basic idea, but substantially widens the scope of differen- 
tial calculus and the range of phenomena to which the familiar ideas of differential calculus 
can be applied. Thus, we can work over arbitrary infinite fields (and, more generally, 
suitable rings): none of the specific properties of the real or complex fields are needed 
for our considerations. In the real and complex cases, we also profit: it becomes possible 
to consider C~-maps also between non-locally convex spaces. All these cases are treated 
in a uniform way, making it unnecessary to distinguish between "finite-" and "infinite- 
dimensional differential calculus" or "real" and "ultrametric differential calculus," and so 
on, for the basic theory. In a way, we have distilled those aspects and core results of dif- 
ferential calculus which are independent of any particular properties of the ground field. 
This may sound utopian. In order to avoid misunderstandings, let us stress that we do not 
make such an assertion about integral calculus: in general, we will not be able to integrate 
even the simplest differential equation. The task of defining integral calculi leads to inter- 
esting and often difficult problems which highly depend on the given context. Differential 
calculus, however, appears as a part of analysis whose basic results are completely general, 
relying on elementary linear algebra nd topology only, not on particular properties of the 
real or complex base field. This sharpens the eye for the peculiarities of the real, complex, 
and ultrametric ases, as it facilitates to distinguish clearly between the general, basic the- 
ory and those results, re-formulations and simplifications which indeed depend on specific 
properties of the ground field or on properties of the topological vector spaces involved. 
Let us explain our approach now, and describe the contents of the paper. Our basic idea 
may be formulated as follows: "You shall never separate the limit of a difference quotient 
from the difference quotient itself !" In other words, the limit of the difference quotient 
alone may be of little use, but it becomes useful if it is considered as the continuous ex- 
tension of the difference quotient map. Note that a map f :  R n 2 U -+ ~m is of class C 1 
(in the usual sense) if and only if the difference quotient map 
f (x  + tv) - f (x )  (x,v,t) 
t 
admits a continuous extension onto some neighbourhood in U × ~n × ~ of the set determined 
by the condition t = 0. More precisely: 
(.) There exists a continuous map 
f[1]: U × ~n × ]~ _~ U[1] := {(x ,v , t ) l x  e U ,z+tv  • U} --+ R TM 
such that f (x  + iv) - f (x )  = t .  f[1](x, v, t) for all (x, v, t) • U [1]. 
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In fact, if (*) holds, then the differential of f at z is given by df(x)v = fill(x, v, 0), and 
conversely, if f is C 1, then the map fill defined by 
{ f(~+tv)-f(~) if t C ]~× 
fH: uVJ ~ R m, (x,v,t) ~ df(x)v if t = 0 (1) 
is continuous; this follows from the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus which provides, 
locally, an integral representation 
fo x f[1] (x, v, t) = df(x + stv)v ds. (2) 
The same argument can be used to characterize C~-maps in the Michal-Bastiani sense, 
also known as Keller's C~-maps (see [6], [15], [42], or Definition 7.2 below), between open 
subsets of locally convex spaces. Here, the main point is that the Fundamental Theorem 
of Calculus in its form (2) remains valid, regardless of completeness questions, because the 
value of the integral in (2), a priori taken in the completed space, belongs to the space 
itself since it is actually given by (1). 
Motivated by these considerations, replacing R n and R TM with topological vector spaces, 
we now take the characterization by (*) as definition of the class C 1 of continuously differ- 
entiable mappings. This has several advantages: first of all, this is a reasonable definition 
even in the case of general (i.e., not necessarily locally convex) topological vector spaces, 
where the classical definitions top to make sense. In a way, since no Fundamental Theo- 
rem of Calculus is available beyond locally convex spaces, we have incorporated its most 
relevant consequences in our definition of Cl-maps. Secondly, and much more importantly, 
the structure of the base field does not play a specific role in Condition (.) because we 
only need to know what "continuous maps" are, that is, it works for general topological 
vector spaces over topological fields and even for topological modules over topological rings 
having a dense group of invertible elements. But we can (and will) interpret his way of 
defining differentiability in a still more general way: it may be considered as a machine that 
produces out of a class of mappings called "C o'' a new class called "C 1'' (and admitting 
"differentials"). By no means is it necessary that C o should always mean "continuous"; 
any other class which shares certain basic formal properties with the class of continuous 
mappings will do (this idea is present already in [47]). These formal properties are used to 
define the notion of a "C°-concept '' (Section 1). Then (Section 2) we define the class C 1 
by requiring the existence of a map fill of class C O such that (*) holds. It turns out that a 
crucial property of a C°-map f : K _D U ~ F is that its value at a point is already deter- 
mined by its values on the complement of this point. This is true for continuous maps from 
non-discrete topological fields K into separated spaces, but it is is also true, for instance, 
if ]K is an infinite field and C O denotes the class of rational maps defined on Zariski-open 
parts of finite-dimensional K-vector spaces, where "rational" is taken in the naive sense 
of being a quotient of a vector-valued polynomial and a scalar-valued polynomial. In this 
way we get a differential calculus for rational maps over arbitrary (infinite) fields which, 
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in contrast o the well-known purely algebraic approach (cf. e.g. [43] or the appendix of 
[50D, is not merely "formal". A new feature in the "rational case" is that we have to use 
as underlying topology the Zariski topology; but the Zariski topology on a product space 
is not the product of the respective Zariski topologies (it is strictly finer). Thus in our 
general definition of C°-concepts, we will allow product spaces to carry topologies that 
may be finer than the product opology. 
The basic differentiation rules are proved in Section 3 and, for higher order derivatives, in 
Section 4. The proofs are "algebraic" in nature and in this way become often simpler and 
more transparent even than the usual proofs in R n because we avoid the repeated use of 
the Mean Value Theorem (or of the Fundamental Theorem) which are no longer needed 
once they are incorporated in (,).1 Of course, the class C 2 is defined to be the class of 
Cl-mappings uch that fill (and not only df !) is again C1; we then let f[2] := (f[1])[1] and 
so on, leading to the class C ~ and to iterated maps fN for all k E N. The maps fN, in 
spite of their simple definition, are very complicated objects: they have 2 k+l -1  arguments, 
and there exist non-trivial relations between their values on certain sub-diagonals. It is 
not exaggerated to say that a good deal of differential geometry can be understood as the 
study of the invariance properties of the maps fN and f[a] 
In Section 5 we discuss Taylor's formula. It is truly remarkable that one can prove a 
"Taylor formula" in arbitrary characteristic (Theorem 5.1 and 5.4). That is, every Ck-map 
admits a finite expansion ("d(!veloppement limit~", cf. [21]) 
k 
f(x + th) = Z tJaj(x, h) + tkR(: , h, t) 
j=O 
with a remainder term R of class C o and taking the value 0 for t -- 0 (Theorem 5.1). The 
interesting problem then is to identify the coefficients aj(x, h). They satisfy the relation 
j!aj(x, h) = dJ f (x)(h, . . . ,  h) with the j-th differential dJf of f; if the characteristic of K 
is zero, this implies Taylor's formula in the usual form. In the general case, aj(x, .) is a 
vector-valued form of degree j (Theorem 5.4) which is given by a (non-canonical, in case of 
positive characteristic) polynomial expression (Theorem 5.6). The definition of forms and 
polynomial maps between modules, together with basic facts, are provided in an appendix 
(Appendix A). As far as we know, the purely algebraic problem of clarifying the precise 
relations between the latter concepts has never been fully investigated. 
In Section 6 we look at the special case of curves f : K D_ U -+ F. In this case all arguments 
x, v, t of the map f[1](x, v, t) belong to the same space K, and putting v = 1, the formalism 
may be simplified. We then get a characterization f Ck-maps which precisely generalizes 
the one of Ck-functions of one p-adic variable by W. Schikhof [69]. It follows that in the 
p-adic case Schikhof's and our definitions are equivalent (Proposition 6.9). 
The main examples of C°-concepts and associated ifferential calculi are (Section 7): 
1Cf. [62] for another algebraic approach to differential calculus. 
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(a) The case of Hausdorff topological vector spaces over K = • or C. It is proved that, if 
the range of f is a locally convex topological vector space, our class C k coincides with 
the class of CCmaps in the sense of Michal-Bastiani (Proposition 7.4). Furthermore, 
in the complex case a mapping with locally convex range is of class C °O (over C) if 
and only if it is complex analytic in the usual sense (Proposition 7.7). 
(b) Generalizing (a), the case of Hausdorff topological vector spaces over a non-discrete 
topological field K (for example, an ultrametric field such as the p-adic numbers). As 
shown in [69], analytic functions between open subsets of a complete ultrametric field 
are of class Coo. We generalize this result to analytic mappings from open subsets 
of ultrametric normed vector spaces to locally convex spaces (Proposition 7.20). We 
also point out relations between CCmaps and strictly differentiable mappings. 
(c) The rational case - as explained above; we take for C o the class of rational maps 
between Zariski-open subsets of finite-dimensional K-vector spaces. 
(d) C°-concepts facilitating to emulate "convenient differential calculus" (see [25], [45]). 
Once the differential calculus has been developed, there is no problem in defining smooth 
manifolds and to establish the basic features of differential calculus on manifolds (Part II, 
Section 8). There are, however, some slight deviations from the usual theory: first of all, 
when working over base rings, one should avoid maximal atlases and better work in the 
category of manifolds with atlas. Second, we can no longer use the algebra Coo(M, K) of 
smooth functions on a manifold M to define geometric objects since it may, even locally, be 
reduced to the constants (see Remark 8.1). Thus vector fields should be defined "geomet- 
rically" and not as differential operators. A systematic discussion of differential geometry 
will be given in the subsequent paper [10]. In particular, it will be shown there that the 
tangent bundle TM of M is, in a natural way, a manifold over the ring K[x]/(x 2) (the 
"dual numbers" over K). Thus, a "synthetic differential geometry for manifolds" in the 
sense of [57] is possible in our context. 
Lie groups are defined as usual to be groups in the category of manifolds in question 
(Section 9). The Lie algebra of a Lie group is defined and it is proved that in this way 
we get a functor into C°-Lie algebras over K (Theorem 9.1). We also define symmetric 
spaces (following [49]); the general theory (which includes an analogue of Theorem 9.1) 
will be developed in [10]-[12]. Differential-geometric aspects of Lie groups are discussed 
in [10], and the main classes of infinite-dimensional Lie groups over topological fields are 
constructed in [36]; see Section 13 for an overview. 
The constructions in [36] rely on results which are specific to the case of differential calcu- 
lus over topological fields which are established in Part III of this paper. In particular, we 
transfer ideas of the convenient differential calculus of FrSlicher, Kriegl and Michor (see 
[25], [45]) to the non-locally convex or ultrametric ase. Notably, it is shown that a map 
f : U -+ F on an open subset of a metrizable topological vector space E over K = R or an 
ultrametric field ~ with values in any topological K-vector space F, is of class C k if and 
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only if f o c: K k+l -'-} F if of class C k for each smooth map c: K k+l --+ U (Theorem 12.4). 
Note that neither E nor F needs to be locally convex here. For the real locally convex 
special case, compare [44]; and apparently, this result has also been inspired by Souriau's 
theory of diffeological spaces ([71], [51]). The utility of the preceding result, and its high 
potential for applications, is illustrated in [30], where it is used to deduce a generalized 
implicit function theorem for mappings on metrizable spaces over ultrametric fields, which 
in turn facilitates the construction of a Lie group structure on diffeomorphism groups of 
a-compact, finite-dimensional smooth manifolds over local fields (of arbitrary characteris- 
tic) [36]. Cf. [52], [53] and further works by S.V. Ludkovsky for diffeomorphism groups in 
characteristic 0 (considered as topological groups and manifolds). In the final section, we 
describe (without proofs) examples of Lie groups over topological fields. All of the major 
constructions of (infinite-dimensional) Lie groups familiar from the real or complex locally 
convex case turn out to be extremely robust, and can be used just as well to produce Lie 
groups over arbitrary topological fields, valued fields, or at least arbitrary local fields. 
Fur ther  topics and open problems.  The present work is basic for several subsequent 
developments and raises many questions. We already mentioned the problem of defining 
suitable integral calculi. For the p-adic case the reader may consult [69]. Another inte- 
gration problem is the integration of Lie algebras: which C°-Lie algebras over K can be 
integrated to Lie groups ? This question generalizes the enlargibility problem of Banach- 
Lie algebras olved by van Est and Korthagen [24]; see also [60] for results in the real 
locally convex case. It is remarkable that in the category of Jordan algebraic structures 
the corresponding integration problem can be solved under very general assumptions ([11], 
[12]). Thus, via the Jordan-Lie functor (cf. [8], [9]) one gets a rich family of examples of 
Lie structures (Lie groups and symmetric spaces) over K, and it would be very interesting 
to know "how big" this family is inside the Lie category. 
Another interesting problem would be to define differential calculi over non-commutative 
base fields or -rings. In Sections 1 and 2, K could be non-commutative, but commutativity 
is crucial for product- and quotient rule in Section 3. Thus, if K is non-commutative, 
in general not even the polynomials on K would be differentiable. However, it might be 
possible to compensate non-commutativity b  an additional "twistor"-structure and to de- 
fine a modified differential calculus', this would be rather special but may be interesting in 
connection with exceptional geometries. 
Another task would be to define "pointwise" C°-concepts and differentiability "at a point" 
and to prove analogues of the usual differentiation rules in this set-up (see also [2] for a 
comparative study of remainder conditions and notions of differentiability at a point). 
As already mentioned~ in our framework we are naturally lead to a more algebraic approach 
to differential geometry where e.g. dual numbers can be used [10]. Moreover, if one wants 
to generalize the theory of manifolds over K to include also "singular manifolds" and to 
include all mapping spaces ("Cartesian closedness"), it seems possible to develop a theory 
of "smooth toposes over IK" generalizing much of the real theory from [57]. 
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Notat ion.  In the following, K denotes a commutative ring with unit 1 (for a first reading, 
the reader is well-advised to think of K as a field; for this reason we use the notation K 
instead of the possibly more appropriate R). 
Acknowledgements. Thefirst named author owes much of the inspiration that lead to the present 
approach to lectures by his former teacher H.S. Holdgriin (the reader may notice this by com- 
paring with the book [41]), and to suggestions by his colleague Yanis Varouchas who died before 
the final version of this text was ready. We would like to dedicate this work to his memory. 
Part I: Differential calculus 
1 C°-concepts 
A topologized K-module is a K-module E, equipped with a topology T(E) (which need 
not have any particular properties). We shall frequently omit the word "topologized," for 
convenience. The base ring E is also assumed to be equipped with a topology. 
Definit ion 1.1 A C°-concept over E consists of the following data: 
(a) a class 3,/ of topologized K-modules (usually denoted by E, F , . . . )  is given, such 
that ]K EAd; 
(b) for all E, F C 3,/and each open set U E T(E), a subset C°(U, F) of the set C(U, F) 
of continuous functions from U to F is given; 
(c) a functional class is given which associates to each pair (El, E2) of topologized N- 
modules El, E2 E A4 a topology T(E1 × E2) on the direct product E1 × E~ (which 
need not be the product opology), such that (El x E2, T(E1 × E2)) E 34. 
These data are required to satisfy the following three groups of axioms: 
I. Basic axioms not involving products.  
(I.1) If two C°-maps are composable, then their composition is C °. The identity map 
E -+ E is C °, and, more generally, all inclusion maps U ~ E, U C T(E), are C °. 
This implies that restrictions of C°-maps to open subsets are C °. 
(I.2) All translations and dilations, and hence all affine maps of the form 
E -+ E, x ~-+ rx + b, r C lK, bEE ,  
are C °. This includes the assumption that the topology is invariant under translations 
and proper dilations. 
(I.3) For anyv, xCE ,  theamnemapK~E, t~tv+x isC  o . 
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(I.4) The set K × is open in N, and the inversion map i : N × --+ N is C °. 
(I.5) (Locality.) If f :  U --+ F is a mapping such that flu~ ~ C°(Ug, F) for some open cover 
(Ui)iei of U, then f C C°(U, F). 
I I .  Basic ax ioms involving products .  
(II.1) The projections pri: E1 x E2 --+ Ei are C °, and for all x E EI,y E E2, the mappings 
E,--+ElxE2, v~(v ,y ) ,  E2 "-'+ E1 x E2, w~-+(X,W) 
are C °. 
(II.2) I f f i :U i~F iareC O , i= l ,2 ,  thenf lx f2 :U lxU2~FlxF2 isC  °. 
(II.3) The diagonal map 
~: E --+ E x E, 6(z) := (z,z) 
is  C 0 . 
(II.4) The exchange maps E x F -+ F x E and the natural isomorphisms (El x E2) x E3 
E1 x (E2 x E3) are C o in both directions. 
(II.5) The structural maps of the N-module E, 
E x E-+ E, (x,y) ~--+ x + y, 
KxE- -+E,  ( r ,v )~rv  
are C O .
I I I .  Determinat ion  Ax iom.  A C°-map f : U --+ F on an open subset U C_ K is uniquely 
determined by its values on UAN × . (In view of the preceding requirements his is equivalent 
to: If flunK× = 0, then f = 0. If K is a field, then these properties are equivalent to: A 
C°-map f : N D U --+ F is uniquely determined by its values on the complement of one 
point). 
Of course, the topology on a topologized module E E 3,t need not be determined by the 
underlying abstract module: various topologies on a given N-module may turn it into an 
element of A4. 
Remark  1.2 Some immediate consequences of the basic axioms I and II are: 
(a) partial maps obtained by fixing one or several arguments of a C°-map f : E1 x . . .  x Ek D_ 
U ~ F are again CO; 
(b) a mapping f = (fl, f2) : E D U -+ F1 x F2 is C o if and only if so are its coordinate 
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functions fi := pri o f : U --+ F/ for i C {1,2} (using that ] = (fl x f2) o 5iv, where 
5: E ~ E x E is the diagonal map); 
(c) sums and multiples of C°-maps having values in the same space are again CO; in 
particular, 
L(E, F) := Hom~(E, F) M C°(E, F) 
is a K-module (which, however, we shall not try to turn into a member of 34). Moreover, 
if E ~ K ~, then every linear map f : E ~ F is of the form f = ~~,j=l fij ~i o pj with 
projections pj : K ~ --~ K and linear maps ~i: K ~ E and hence is CO; thus L(Kn,F)  = 
Hom(K~,F).  In particular, GL(n,K) c L(K~,Kn), and it follows that the notion of a 
CO-map on K n does not depend on the basis chosen. 
Remark  1.3 Not all of the axioms of a C°-concept are independent of each other. For 
instance, (I.2) and (I.3) are implied by the axioms of group II. However, we prefer to 
mention these axioms explicitly since they do not involve products. 
The Locality Axiom 1.5 will hardly be used in our development of the general theory; it 
could be omitted if in Sections 8 and 9, the reader accepted to work entirely in the category 
of manifolds with atlas (instead of using maximal atlases). 
Remark  1.4 The Determination Axiom III is the key axiom for our differential calculus. 
Some easy consequences are: 
(a) The topology on K and hence on all other spaces cannot be discrete. In fact, if {x0} 
were open in N, then so would be U := {0}, and now f : U -+ K, x ~ 0 and g: U --+ K, 
x ~ 1 would be distinct C°-functions on U whose restriction to U N K x = 0 coincides, 
contradicting Axiom III. The same argument shows that K \ K x contains no non-empty 
open subset, i.e., N x is dense in K. 
(b) Assume U C_ E is a neighbourhood of 0. Then U is absorbing in the sense that 
NU = E. (In fact, for x e E consider the set {t ~ K : tz ~ U} which, in virtue of I, is 
a neighbourhood of 0 in K As we have just remarked, it must then contain an element 
t E K ×. Therefore z = t-l(tx) E KU). In particular, proper submodules of E are never 
open in E, nor do they contain open subsets. 
(c) Assume f : E _D U --+ F is C o and H C E is a proper submodule. Then f is uniquely 
determined by its values on U \ H. This follows by applying III to 9(t) := f((1 - t )x  + ty), 
where x is an arbitrary point of U 71 H and y an arbitrary point of U \ H. 
The following definitions allow us to use in our general context some notions that are 
familiar from ordinary analysis: 
Def in i t ion 1.5 
(i) A subset U1 C_ U is called C°-dense if, for all F E 3,t and all f E C°(U, F), flu1 = 0 
implies f = 0. 
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(ii) If x0 E U and f : U --+ F is C °, we say that the function f[u\{xot admits a limit at 
x0 which, by definition, is f(xo), and we use the notation 
lira f(z) := f(xo). 
X---~X 0 
The C°-map f being uniquely determined by its restriction flv\{xo} by the Determi- 
nation Axiom, we see that lim,_~ o f(x) is uniquely determined by flu\{,o} (and thus 
well-defined). More generally, if U1 C U is C°-dense and x0 E U \ U1, we use the 
same notation. Then limx-~xo f(x) is uniquely determined by fie1. 
Note that, even when we are dealing with non-Hausdorff spaces, Definition 1.5 (ii) makes 
it possible to define a unique limit in the situations we are interested in (one of the various 
limits in the sense of general topology is picked out). However, we do not want to discuss 
the notion of limits of "arbitrary" maps, nor do we want to define for such maps the notion 
of being "C O at one point". 
Remark  1.6 (Fields versus rings.) All basic results of differential calculus from Sections 2, 
3 and 4 hold for base rings as well as for base fields. The only exceptions are Lemma 2.6, 
Lemma 3.9 (linking the continuous extension of difference quotients and partial difference 
quotients), and Lemma 4.9 saying that being C k is a local property. 
Therefore, when defining manifolds and Lie groups over base rings, Ck-properties must 
in principle be checked for all charts of a given atlas A and not only for some suitable 
sub-atlas. This is no problem as long as one works in the category of manifolds with atlas. 
2 From C o to  C 1 
We fix for the rest of the paper a C°-concept over N and assume henceforth without further 
mention that all N-modules E, F , . . .  belong to the class 3d. Generically, a non-empty open 
subset of E will be denoted by U. 
Definit ion 2.1 Let f E C°(U, F). We write f E CI(U, F) or say that f is of class C 1 if 
there exists a C°-map 
f I , l :  u × E x N ~ g [~1 := {(x,v,t) lz ~ U,x+tv e U} --+ F 
such that 
f (x  + t~) - f (x )  = t .  f ro(x,  v, t) 
whenever (x, v, t) E U [11. (Note that U [11 is open since (x, v, t) ~ x+tv is C O by the axioms 
of group II.) Put another way (when N is a field): the C°-map 
f (x  + tv) - f(x) 
U WN(ExExK ×)--+F, (x,v,t) 
t 
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admits a C°-continuation "for t = 0", i.e. onto U [1]. Taking t = 0, we define the differential 
of f at x by 
df(x): E--~ F, v~-~ df(x)v := f[1](x,v,O). 
(By the Determination Axiom III, the C°-map f[q is uniquely determined by f, and hence 
df(x) is well-defined.) We shall also use the notation df(x, v) := df(z)(v).  
Propos i t ion  2.2 I f  f E C I (U,F)  and x E U, then df(x): E -+ F is a K-linear C°-map. 
Proof.  Since f[q is C °, it follows from Axiom II that the partial map df(x) = f[1](x,., O) 
also is C O . Let us show that it is K-linear: Homogeneity: 
sfE1](x, rv, s) = f (x  + s(rv)) - f (x )  = f (x  + srv) - f (x )  = srftl](x, v, st); 
both sides are C O in s; for s E K × we divide by s and get 
ftq(x, rv, s) = r f[1](x, v, st). 
By uniqueness of the C°-continuation, this still holds for s = 0 and then gives df(x)(rv)  = 
rdy(x )~ 
Additivity: For s E K sufficiently close to 0, we have 
s f [X] (x ,v+w,8)  = f (x+s(v+w)) -  f (x )  
= f (x+ sv + sw) - f (x  + sv) + f (x+ sv) - f (x )  
_- sftl l(x + s~, ~, s) + sfE~](x, ~, s). 
By the same argument as above it follows that 
fill(x, v + w, s) = ffl](x + sv, w, s) + f[1](x, v, s), 
which for s = 0 gives df(x)(v + w) = df(x)w + df(x)v. [] 
Example 2.3 Consider an affine map f (x )  = Ax + b, where A is linear and of class C °. 
In this ease sf[1](x, v, s) = A(x  + sv) + b - (Ax + b) = sAy, whence 
f[1](x,v,s) = Av and df(x)v = Av.  (3) 
Notat ion  2.4 The C°-map fill whose existence is required by Definition 2.1 will be called 
the difference quotient map of f .  Depending on the context, the following notation involv- 
ing the difference symbol A will also be useful: 
~--~-f ( z ,v , t ) := Av,t f (z  ) := fN(z,v,t) .  
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For t = 1, Av,t is the (ordinary) difference operator 
A. f (x)  := Av, l f (x  ) = f (x  + v) - f (x)  = f[1](x, v, 1) 
(cf. [21] and Appendix A). The directional derivative in direction v 
Ovf(x) := Av,of(x) = f[ll(x, v, 0) = df(x)v 
is defined for all x E U and v E E. Finally, we define the tangent map by 
Tf :  U x E-+ F x F, (z,v) ~ (f(x),df(x)v) 
and the extended tangent map by 
2fi1: U [11 -+ F x F x K, (x,v,t) ~ (f(x),f[ l l (x,v,t),t) .  
For t = 0, 2rf contains Tf  as a partial map, and for t = 1, it contains the ordinary 
difference map as a partial map. Finally, note that for differentiable curves, i.e. for C L 
maps from open subsets of K into F ,  Definition 2.1 can be simplified since it suffices here 
to take v = 1 (see Section 6, where also a simplified notation for this case is introduced). 
Remark  2.5 Our definition of differentiability is related to more common ones (as e.g. in 
[46]) as follows: let us say that a C°-map h ~-~ f(h), defined on an open neighbourhood of 
the origin in E, is O(h) if f(0) = 0. Now assume that f is C 1 and write 
f (x  +th) = f(x) +tf[1](x,h,t) 
= f(x) + tdf(x)h + t(f[1](x, h, t) - f[1](x, h, 0)) 
where t ~ f[1](x, h, t) - f[~l(x, h, 0) clearly is O(t). Thus we may say that 
f (x  + th) = f(x) + tdf(x)h + tO(t), 
which is in close analogy with the usual definition of differentiability. Iterating this argu- 
ment, we are lead in a straightforward way to Taylor's formula (see Section 5). 
It is useful to observe that in Definition 2.1, the set U [1] may be replaced with any smaller 
open neighbourhood of U x E x {0}, provided K is a field: 
Lemma 2.6 Let K be a field, f E C°(U,F), and suppose that there exists a C°-map 
9: P -+ F, defined on an open neighbourhood P ofU x E × {0} in U [1], such that 
g(x, y, t) = f (x  + ty) - f(x) (4) 
t 
for all (x, y, t) E P, t # O. Then f is of class C 1, and g = f[lltp. 
Proof .  Using Eqn. (4) also for (x, y, t) E U [1] \ P C_ U [1] M (U x E × E × ), we extend g to a 
mapping U [1] --+ F ,  also denoted g. Then g is C o on the open set P (by hypothesis), and 
also C O on the open set Q := {(x,y , t )  e UH:  t c K ×}, as it is given by (4) there (and f 
is CO). Since U [1] = PuQ,  we deduce with the Locality Axiom 1.5 that 9: U [1] -+ F is C °, 
and thus f is C 1, with f[1] = g. [] 
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3 Cha in  ru le  and  o ther  d i f fe rent ia t ion  ru les  
In this section, we establish the familiar basic rules of calculus in our general setting. 
First, let us show that compositions of composable C~-maps are C 1. To this end, assume 
that f :  U -+ V c_ F, g: V -+ H are defined on open subsets U C_ E and V C_ F, where 
E, F, H E AA. Then we have: 
Proposition 3.1 (Chain Rule) If f and g are of class C 1, then also the composition 
g o f :  U --+ H is of class C 1. We have (f(x),  fill(x, y, t), t) E V [1] for all (x, y, t) E U [1], 
and 
(g o/)[1](x, y, t) = g[~i(f(x),/[ll(x, y, t), t). (5) 
In particular, d(g o f ) (x)  = rig(f (z)) o df(x) for all x e U. 
Proof.  Let (x, y, t) e V N. Then f (x+ty)  = f (x )+t f  [~] (x, y, t), hence (f(x),  f[~] (x, y, t), t) 
C V [1] and 
g( f (x  + ty)) - g( f (x))  = g(f(x)  + t f  [1] (x, y, t)) - g(f(x))  = t .  gN(f (x) , / I l l (x ,  y, t), t), 
where U [I] -+ H, (x, y, t) ~ g[1](f(x), fEX](x, y, t), t) is C o by Axioms I and II. Thus g o f is 
C a, with (g o f)[1] given by (5). Taking t = 0 in (5), the final formula follows. [] 
Using Notation 2.4, Equation (5) is tantamount to 
T(g o f) -- Tg o T f, (6) 
and for t = 0 we get the chain rule in the form 
T(g o f )  = Tg o T f  . (7) 
3.2 Linearity. If f and g are C 1, with values in the same space, then f + g and Af 
(A C K) are C 1, and 
(f + g)c11 = ftll + gI~J, (af)E,l = afro. 
This follows from a trivial calculation, together with Axiom II which ensures that sum and 
multiples of C°-maps are C O .
3.3 P roduct  rule. If b: E~ x E2 ~ F is bilinear and C °, then it is C 1 with 
db(xl, x2)(hl, h2) = b(xl, h2) + b(hl, x2). 
This follows from 
b(x~ + thl, x2 + th2) - b(xl, x2) = t(b(hx, x2) + b(xl, h2) + tb(hl, h2)). 
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Combined with the chain rule, we can now differentiate "products of functions" bo (gl x g~) 
in the usual way, and we see that C°-polynomials are C ~. In particular, if f, 9 : U --4 E 
are scalar-valued functions, then 
(fg)[1](x, v, t) = f[1](x, v, t )g(x)  + f (x )gH(x ,  v, t) + t f i l l (x ,  v, t)g[1J(x, v, t) 
which for t = 0 gives 
d( fg ) (x )v=f (x )dg(x)v+g(x)d f (x )v .  
Using Notation 2.4, we see that 0~ is a derivation in the sense that 
O~(fg) = (O~f)g + f(Ovg). 
3.4 Example :  Po lynomia l  maps.  For the squaring map q : K --+ K, x ~ x 2, we get 
q[1](x, h, t) (x + th) 2 - x 2 - - 2xh + th 2, 
t 
whence dq(x) = 2x (note, however, that q[l] is a polynomial of degree 3). Similarly, for 
g(x) = x ~ we have dg(x) = nx  n-1 (note that this is zero if n = 0 in E). Moreover, 
we see that, for any polynomial map p:  K ~ E~ pill : Ka __+ K is again a polynomial 
map (which in general is of higher degree than p). For the definition of polynomial maps 
between general E-modules, we refer to Definition A.5 in the appendix. If m: E k -+ F is 
a E-multilinear map of class C °, then it is of class C 1, and the polynomial map f :  E ~ F 
obtained by restricting m to the diagonal is again C 1 (recall that the diagonal map 5 is C o 
by Axiom II.3, and hence C1). In particular, polynomial maps K ~ ~ F are always C 1 (cf. 
Remark 1.2 (c)). If the domain E is not a free module, then no general statements of this 
kind can be made. 
3.5 Quot ient  rule. Recall from Axiom I and II that the multiplication map K x K --+ K 
and the inversion map i: K × ~ K × are C °. Then the inversion map is in fact C1: 
i ( x+tv) - i (x )  = (x+tv)  -1 -x  - l=x- l (x - (x+tv) ) (x+tv)  -1 
= -x - l tv (x  + tv) -~ = - t  z - lv (x  + tv) -~ 
(note that we have used from the commutativity of K only that t belongs to the center of 
K), and thus 
jEll(x, v, t) = -x - lv (x  + tv) -~, 
and hence di(x)v = -x -%x -1. (These arguments go through more generally for any unital 
E-algebra with open unit group and such that product and inversion are CO: if this is the 
case, then product and inversion are actually C1.) 
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3.6 Example:  Rat ional  maps. We say that f : U -+ F is a rational map if f(x) = 
q(x)-lp(x) with polynomial maps p : E -+ F, q : E -+ K (in the sense defined in Ap- 
pendix A) such that q(U) C_ K ×. Product, chain and quotient rule imply that rational 
maps are C 1 if nominator and denominator are C 1 and are differentiated in the usual way. 
In particular, rational maps f : K n _D U ~ F are always C 1. 
3.7 (Direct Products) .  If fi : Ui ~ Fi, i = 1, 2, are C 1, then so is fl x f2 : U1 × U1 -> 
F1 x F2, with 
(fl × £)[1] ((xl, x2), (Vl, v2), s) = ((fl) [1] (Xl, Vl, s), (f2)[1](x2, v2, s)). (8) 
This readily follows from the definitions and Axiom II. 
3.8 Rule on part ial  derivatives. Assume f : U -+ F is a Cl-map, where U is open in 
E1 × E2. Then it follows from Axiom II that the partial maps f(xl ,  .) and f(., x2) are also 
C 1. Then 
f (x l  + tvl, x2 + tv2) - f(xl ,  x2) = f (x l  + tvl, x2 + tv2) - f (x l  + tvl, x2) 
+ f (X l  + tV l ,X2)  -- f (X l ,X2)  
: 
where we denote by ~ for i E {1, 2} the partial difference quotient maps of f. Dividing Ai 
by t E N x and letting t ~ 0, we get the usual rule on partial derivatives: 
dr(x1, x2)(vl, v~) = elf(x1, x2)vl + d2f(xl, x2)v2, 
where dJ(~i, x2, ~i):= @(x~,x~,v~,O) for i e {1,2}. 
For the converse we need the Locality Axiom and stronger assumptions on N: 
Lemma 3.9 Assume N is a field and f : U ~ F is a C°-map, where U is open in E1 x E2. 
Let U1 := {(Xl,X2, vl,t) e U × E1 × E:  (xl + tvl,x2) e U} and U2 := {(xl,x2,v2, t) G 
U x E2 × K: (xl, x2 ÷tv2) • U}. Suppose that there are C°-maps ~ : Ui -+ F for i • {1, 2} Ai 
extending the partial difference quotient maps of f,  viz. 
f (x l  + tvl, x2) - f (x, ,  x2) A l f  
t = A1 (xl, x2, vi, t) for all (xl, x2, vi, t) • U1 such that t ¢ O, 
and similarly for ~-~£. Then f is a mapping of class C 1, and 
A f  Al f  . . A ((x~, x~), (v~, ~), t) = -~-~x~, x~, ~, t) + __ (x l  + t~l, x2, ~, t) (9) 
for all (xl,x2,vl,v2,t) • P := {(xl,x2, vl,v2,t) • U[1]: xl + tvl • U}. 
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Proof .  Define g(xa, x2, vl, v2, t) by the right hand side of (9) for (x~, x2, v~, v2, t) E P. Then 
P is an open neighbourhood of U × E1 × E2 × {0} in U [~], and for all (x~, x2, Vl, v2, t) E P 
such that t ~ 0, we have 
f (x l+tv~,x2+tv2) - f (x~,x2)  = f (x~+tv~,x2+tv2) - f (x~+tv~,x2)  
+ f(x~ + tvl, x2) - f(x~, x2) 
= tg(xl, x~, v~, v~, t) 
(cf. 3.8). Lemma 2.6 shows that f is C 1, with  f[1]lp =- g. [] 
4 Higher  differentials: f rom C 1 to C 2 and C 
Definit ion 4.1 Let f : E _D U --+ F be of class C 1. We say that f is Ce(U, F) or of class 
C 2 if fill is C 1, in which case we define f[2] := (f[1])[1] : U[2] _~ F, where U [2] := (UH)H. 
Inductively, we say that f is Ck+I(U, F) or of class C k+l i f f  is of class C k and f[k]: U[k] ~ F 
is of class C t, in which case we define f[k+l] := (f[~])[1] : U[k+l] __+ F with U [e+~] := (U[k]) [11. 
We also use the notation -~k := f[k]. The map f is called smooth or of class C °~ if it is of 
class C k for each k E No. 
Remark  4.2 Note that U [k+l] = (U[1]) [k] for each k C No, and that f is of class C k+l if 
and only if f is of class C 1 and f[1] is of class Ck; in this case, f[k+ll = (f[1])[k]. These 
claims are proved by a trivial induction. Similarly, if f is C k, then f[J] is C k-j for each 
j E N such that j < k. 
Example  4.3 Every linear C°-map A is smooth, by a trivial induction based on the fact 
that A [1] is linear and C o by Eqn. (3). 
We shall show presently that compositions of composable Ck-maps are C k. The following 
auxiliary result will be used: 
Lemma 4.4 Let k E N, fi : Ei D_ Ui -'+ Fi be a Ck-map for i e {1, 2}, U C_ E an open 
subset, and A = (A1,)~2): E --+ E1 x E2 a linear C°-map such that A(U) C_ U1 × [72. Then 
g := (fl × f2) o AIv : U--+ FI × F2 
is of class C k. In particular, f l  × f2 is C k if so are f l  and f2. 
Proof.  The case k = 1 is immediate from 3.7 Example 4.3 and Prop. 3.1, which also show 
that gI~](x, y, t) = (f~l (AI(x), A~(y), t), f~l(A2(x), Az(V), t)) for all (x, y, t) C UH. By the 
preceding formula, g[~] is the composition of the Ck-Lmap f~] × f~] and the restriction to 
U [1] of the linear C°-map E[q ~ E~ 11 × E~ 1], (x, y, t) ~ (Al(x), ;h(Y), t, he(X), A2(y), t) and 
hence of class C k-1 by induction. Consequently, g is of class C k. Choosing A := idE~×E2, 
the final assertion follows. [] 
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Propos i t ion 4.5 If 9 and f are C ~ and composable, then 9 o f is C k. 
Proof.  We may assume that k C No; the proof is by induction on k. The case k -- 0 is 
covered by Axiom I, and the case k -- 1 has been treated in Prop. 3.1. Thus, let k _> 2 now, 
and suppose that g and f (with all the notation as in Prop. 3.1) are C k and composable. 
According to Eqn. (5), (9 o f)[1] can be written as a composition of gill, fill and diagonal 
maps 5: 
(g o f)[:] = g[:] o (f × f[:] × ida) o (SE × idE × 5K) 
(where the second and last mapping have to be restricted and co-restricted properly, of 
course), Since 5E > idE × 5K is a linear C°-map (cf. Remark 1.2) and f, fill and id~ are of 
class C k-l, Lemma 4.4 shows that (f × fill × ida) o (SE × id~ × 5•) is of class C ~-1. Since 
(9 o f)[1] is a composition of the Ck-l-map gill and the mapping just recognized as C k-l, 
the induction hypothesis hows that (g o f)H is C k-l. Thus 9 o f is of class C k. [] 
The arguments from the preceding proof also show that the iterated tangent maps ~kf  := 
lb... 2bf are C °. Moreover, one can prove that f[k] is obtained by composing ~bk with a 
projection on some factor, and this yields further information on the maps f[k] (see [10]). 
- Our next aim is to define the k-th order differential dkf(x) of f at x. If f : U ~ F is 
C 2, then the maps dr: U × E --+ F and Ovf = df(.)v : U --+ F, being partial maps of f[1] 
are C I. In particular, for v, w E E fixed, 
ov(owf): u ~ F 
is defined and is of class C O .
Lemma 4.6 ("Schwarz '  Lemma")  If f is C 2, then, for all v ,w E E, 
O, Owf = O~O,f. 
Proof.  Recall the notation A~,ff(x) (Notation 2.4). For s, t • K × , 
A~s (A~,tf)(x) = Af[1]("w't)(x,v,s)  
' A 
f I l l(x + sv, w, t) - f i l l(x, w, t) 
S 
f (x  + Sv + tw) - f (x  + sv) - f (x  + tw) + f(x)  
st 
It follows that for all t = s • K × , 
A., t (A~,ff) (x) = A~,, (A~,ff) (x). 
Since both sides are, for fixed x, v, w, C°-maps of t, it follows that also for t = 0 we have 
equality, whence O,O~f(x) = OwOJ(x). [] 
Note that if f is C a (n > 1), then Ovf = fill(., v, 0) is C n-~. This facilitates: 
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Def in i t ion  4.7 If f is c ~, we let 
(d2 f (x)  )(v, w) := d(df)(x, w) . (v, 0) = OvO~f(x), 
and if f is C ~, n _> k, 
and 
(dk f (x) ) (v l , . .  . , Vk) := Ovl .. . O, kf(x) 
( dk f (x) )v := ( dk f (x) )(v, . . . , v). 
Lemma 4.8 (dk f ) (x)  : E k -+ F is a symmetric multilinear C°-map. 
Proof .  By Lemma 4.6, d2f(x) is symmetric, and inductively it follows that also dkf(x) 
is symmetric. Since Oh is linear in h, it follows that d~f(x) is linear in the first argument, 
and the symmetry implies that it is linear in all arguments. It remains to show that dkf(x) 
is C °. In order to prove this, it suffices to show that dkf(x) is a partial map of fN  In 
fact, this is a straightforward consequence of the definitions. For later use, let us make this 
more explicit: for k -- 2 and s, t C K × , we have 
f (x  + sv + tw) - f (x  + sv) - f (x  + tw) + f (x)  
A~,,s (A~: f ) (x )  = st 
= ~(ftl l(x + sv, w, t) - fE1](x, w, t)) 
= fN((x,w,t ) , (v ,O,O) ,s) .  
For s = t = 0, this gives 
d2f(x)(v, w) = OvOd(x) = fN  ((x, w, 0), (v, 0, 0), 0), 
proving our claim for k = 2. By induction, we get for k E N: 
[I ti f tiv  - f + 
' i;iCj 
j , l : j<l i:iCj,i~l / i 
In particular, if all vi and ti coincide, we get 
k (Av:)kf(x)=-~=~(j) (--l)Jf(x+(k--J) iv) 
and for t = 0 we may write: 
Ok f(x)  = lim f (x  + ktv) - k f (x  + (k - 1)tv) + .. + ( -1 )k f (x )  
t-~O ~k 
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All these expressions are partial maps of f[k] and hence are C °. 
It is also possible to express d2f via the map 
[] 
d(df): (U x E) x (E x E) -+ F. 
In fact, df = f[1](., ', 0), and hence 
A fill 
ddf (x, w) . (v ,h )= - - -~(  (x, w, O), (v, h, O), O), 
and thus 
cO, O~f(x) = ddf(x, w) . (v, 0). 
Finally we discuss locality of the property of being C a. 
Lemma 4.9 Assume K is a field and f : U -+ F a mapping, defined on an open subset U 
of E. Let k E No U {co}. I f  there is an open cover (Ui)iez of U such that flv~ : Ui ~ F is 
C k for each i E I, then f is of class C a. 
Proof.  It suffices to prove the assertion for k E No; the proof is by induction. The case 
k = 0 is incorporated in our setting of differential calculus (Locality Axiom 1.5). 
Induction step. Suppose the assertion holds for some k E No, and suppose that ftv~ is 
of class C a+1 for all i E I, for some open cover (Ui)iel of U. Then f is of class C a, by 
induction. We now define a mapping g : U [1] ~ F, which will turn out to be fill. Let 
(x, y, t) E U [1]. If t ¢ 0, we define 
g(x,y, t )  := ~(f(x + ty) - f (x ) ) .  (10) 
If t = 0 and x E Ui, we define 
g(x,y,O) := d(.flv~)(x,y ) . (11) 
I fx E U~MUj here for certain i, j E/ ,  then (flv,)Illl(u, nuy = (flu~nu~)[ 1] = (flvj)E1]l(u, nuj)t. 
apparently, entailing that d(flu~)(x , y) = d(fl~z~nuj)(x , y) = d(f luj)(x , y). Consequently, g 
is well-defined. We have giu~q = (flu~) [1], showing that g is of class C a on the open set U~ 1], 
for each i E I. On the other hand, the map f being of class C a by induction, it is clear 
from Equation (10) that g is of class C ~ on the open subset W := {(x, y, t) E U[1]: t E K x } 
of U [1]. As the sets U} 1], together with W, form an open cover of U [1], by induction the 
mapping is of class C k and thus C o in particular. Thus f is of class C 1, with f[q = g of 
class C a. As a consequence, f is of class C a+l. [] 
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5 Taylor's Formula 
Assume f : E _~ U --+ F is a map of class C k. A first order Taylor expansion of the form 
f (x  + th) = f(x)  + tdf(x)h + tO(t) has already been given in Remark 2.5. Let us iterate 
the calculation given there: we fix x E U and h E E; then, for all t such that x + th E U, 
f (x  + th) = f(x) +tf[ l i (x,h,t)  
= f(x) + tdf(x)h + t(f[1](x, h, t) - f[1](x, h, 0)) 
= f(x)  + tdf(x)h + t2f[21((x, h, 0), (0, 0, 1), t) 
= f(x) + tdf(x)h + t2f[2l((x, h, 0), (0, 0, 1), 0) 
+t 2 (f[2]((x, h, 0), (0, 0, 1), t) - f[~]((x, h, 0), (0, 0, 1), 0)). 
The last term is a product of t 2 and a C°-map taking the value 0 at t = 0; following our 
convention from Remark 2.5, we say that it is t20(t). It is clear that this procedure can 
be iterated k times, and we get the following k-th order expansion of f (compare with the 
"d@eloppement limit6" in Chapter 7 of [21]): 
Theorem 5.1 If f : U --+ F is of class C k, then 
k 
f (x  + th) = E tJaj(x,h) + tkRk(x,h,t) for all (x,h,t) e U [11, 
j=O 
where aj : U x E ~ F are suitable maps of class C k-j and Rk : V [1] -+  F is a map of class 
C O which takes the value 0 for t = O. An expansion of f with these properties is unique. 
Moreover, aj(x, h) is homogeneous of degree j in h. If f is of class C ~ actually with r >_ k, 
then aj is of class C r-j and Rk is of class C ~-k. 
Proof.  Existence of the expansion has already been proved in the case k = 2, and iterating 
the argument in the obvious way, we get an expansion of the desired form for arbitrary k. 
The uniqueness assertion is covered by the following lemma. The expansion being unique, 
we readily deduce that aj (x, th) = tJaj (x, h) for all t E ~ If f is C r, then aj is C r - j  being 
a partial map of f[J] (see Remark 4.2), and Rk is C ~-k being a difference of two partial 
maps of f[k]. [] 
Lemma 5.2 Suppose that I C_ E is an open zero-neighbourhood, k E No, and f:  I -+ F a 
mapping of the form 
k 
f(t) := Et Ja j  +tkR(t) for t E I, (12) 
j=O 
where ao,... ,ak E F and where R :  I -+ F is C o with R(O) = O. Then the elements 
ao,al, . . .  ,ak are uniquely determined by f .  If f is homogeneous of degree p <_ k in the 
sense that f(st) = sPf(t) for all t E I and s E K such that st e I, then R = 0 and aj = 0 
for all j # p. 
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Proof .  Suppose that also f(t) = ~-~=o tJa~+tkR'(t); then ~-~=0 tJ(aj-a'j)+tk(R(t)-R'(t)) 
is an expansion for the function I --+ F, t ~ 0. To prove uniqueness of the expansion, it 
therefore suffices to assume that f = 0 and show that this entails that aj = 0 for all j = 
0, 1, . . .  , k, whenever we have an expansion (12). Taking t = 0, we obtain 0 = f(0) = a0. 
Given t E I N N × , dividing both sides of (12) by t we obtain 
k-1 
0 = E t~aj+l + tk-lR(t), 
j=0 
which then actually holds for all t C I, by the Determination Axiom. By induction, the 
preceding equation entails that a l , . . . ,  ak = O. 
To prove the final assertion, assume that f is homogeneous of degree p and admits the 
expansion (12). Given t e I, there is an open 0-neighbourhood J _C I such that J .  t _C I. 
Then 
k k 
E sJtJaj + sktkR(st) = f(st) = tPf(s) = E sJtPaj + sktPR(s) 
j=o j=o 
for all s E J, whence tJaj = tPaj for all j = O, . . . ,  k, by uniqueness of the expansion of the 
function J --+ F, s ~ f(st). Thus, for fixed j C {0 , . . . ,  k}, we have g(t) := Pay = tPaj for 
all t E I. If j :~ p, then the uniqueness of the expansion for g entails that  aj = O. Thus 
f(t) = tPap + t~R(t). (13) 
Given t E I n E × , set J := ~I; then J is an open zero-neighbourhood in K. We have 
sPf(t) = f(st) = sPtPap + sktkR(st) for all s E J and hence 
f(t) = tPap + sk-PtkR(st) 
for all s E J A [4 × . By the Determination Axiom, both sides actually coincide for all 
s C J. Comparing this with (13), we find that sk-PtkR(st) = tkR(t) for all s E J. Setting 
s = 0, we obtain 0 = ok-PtkR(O) = tkR(t), whence R(t) = 0. The map R being C °, the 
Determination Axiom shows that R(t) = 0 for all t E I, whence f(t) = tPap. [] 
Our next task is to identify and describe the coefficients aj(x, h). For j = 0, 1, 2, we have 
the following: 
P ropos i t ion  5.3 In the situation of Theorem 5.1, ao(x,.) is constant, al(x, h) is linear 
in h, and a2(x, h) is an F-valued quadratic form in h. More precisely, 
ao(x,h) 
al(x,h) 
a2(X, hl+h2) -a2(x, hl) -a2(x, h2) 
and, in particula~ 2a2(x,h) =d2f(x)(h,h).  
= f (x ) ,  
= d f (x )h ,  
= d2f (x ) (h l ,  h2), 
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Proof.  The determination of a0 is clear and the determination of aa is given by the 
calculation preceding Theorem 5.1. Recall from [18] that an F-valued quadratic form is a 
map q: E --+ F which is homogeneous of degree two and such that q(hl + h2) -q(hl)  -q(h2) 
is K-bilinear in hi, h2. Since we already know that a2(x, .) is homogeneous of degree two, 
it suffices to prove the third equality stated in the proposition since the right hand side is 
bilinear in hi, h2 by Lemma 4.8. We use the expansion from Theorem 5.1 and write O(t) 
fo r  terms which are C o and take the value 0 for t = 0: 
f (x  + t(hl + h2)) - f (x  + thl) - f (x  + th2) + f(x) 
= t (df(x)(hl + h2) - df(x)hl - df(x)h2) + t2(a2(x, hi + h2) - a2(x, hi) - a2(x, hs)) 
+ ?o(t) 
= tZ(as(x, h~ + hs) - as(z, h~) - as(z, hs)) + tSO(t). 
Thus, for t E K × , 
f (x  + t(hl + hs)) - f (x  + thl) - f (x  + thz) + f(x) 
t 2 
= as(x, hl + h~) - a2(x, h~) - as(x, hs) + O(t). 
For t = 0, the C°-extension of the left hand side equals dSf(x)(hl, h2) (cf. proof of La. 4.6), 
and this implies our claim for a2. As we already know that a2(x,h) is homogeneous 
quadratic in h, we get for hi = h2 = h the relation 2a2(x,  h) = d2f(x)(h, h). [] 
The preceding arguments can be generalized to arbitrary degree. The definition and some 
elementary facts on F-valued forms of degree j are given in an appendix (Appendix A). 
Theorem 5.4 In the situation of Theorem 5.1, the maps aj(x, h) are F-valued forms in 
h of degree j. The linearization of aj(x, .) of order j satisfies the relation 
(Ljaj(x, .))(0; h i , . . . ,  hi) = dJ f (x) (h l , . . . ,  hi), 
and in particular 
j! aj(x, h) = dJ f(x)(h, . . . , h). 
Therefore, if 2, 3,. . .  , k are invertible in N, we have the Taylor expansion 
k . 
t3 , 
f (x  + th) = Z ~ d3 f~x)(h' ' ' '  'h) + tkRk(x,h,t). 
j-o 
Proof.  The claim is proved by induction on j, the cases j -- 0, 1, 2 being already proved. 
After performing a translation, we may assume that x = 0. We let bj(h) := aj(O, h) and 
re-write the expansion from Theorem 5.1 as 
k k 
f(th) = ~ t~b~(h) + tkR~(0, h, t) = ~ b~(th) + t~R~(0, h, t). 
i=O i=O 
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We apply the linearization operator Lj with respect o the variable h to this equation: 
k 
Ljf(0; th l , . . .  , thj)  = E Ljb~(0; th l , . . .  , th j )  + tkO( t ) .  
i=O 
For i < j, by induction hypothesis bi is a form of degree i and hence Ljb~ vanishes, by 
Proposition A.3. The remaining terms give 
Ljf(0; th l ,  . . . , thj)  = Ljb~(0; thl ,  . . . , the) + tJO(t) = tJ(L~b~(O; hl, . . . , hi) + O(t)  ). 
We divide by t j and let t = 0. On the left hand side we find precisely the expression 
for dJf (O)(hl  . . . .  , ha) (cf. proof of Lemma 4.8). From Lemma 4.8, we know that this is 
K-linear in all arguments, hence so is the right hand side, and finally 
dCf(0)(h~,..., hi) = Ljbj(0; h~, . . . ,  h~). 
According to Proposition A.3, bj(h) is therefore a form in h of degree j, and using 
Lemma A.4 we see that d J f (O) (h , . . . ,h )  = j Ib j (h ) .  If the integers 2 ,3 , . . . , k  are in- 
vertible, Taylor's formula in its usual form is now an immediate consequence. [] 
Note that as a corollary we get a collection of non-trivial identities for the higher-order 
difference quotient maps fN. Namely, on the one hand we have 
(d2f (x) ) (v ,  w) = f[2]((x, w, 0), (v, 0, 0), 0) 
(see proof of Lemma 4.8). On the other hand, the calculation preceding Theorem 5.1 shows 
that 
a2(x, h) = fN((x, h, 0), (0, 0, 1), 0), 
and thus Proposition 5.3 implies the non-trivial identity 
fN((x, h, 0), (h, 0, 0), 0) = 2fN((x, h, 0), (0, 0, 1), 0). 
In a similar way, Theorem 5.4 implies identities for the higher f[k]'s which, however, are 
too complicated to be written out here. 
In case of characteristic zero, Theorem 5.4 implies in particular that aj (x, h) is a polynomial 
in h which can be defined by a symmetr ic  multilinear form (namely ~.dJ f (x)) .  We are going 
to prove now that, even in the case of positive characteristic, aj(x,  .) still is a polynomial 
map (as defined in A.5); however, in the general case there seems to be no canonical way 
to write it as a polynomial. 
Lemma 5.5 Assume q : E -+ F is homogeneous of degree k, i.e. q(tx) = tkq(x) for  all 
t E K, x E E.  I f  q is C k, then q is a homogeneous polynomial map of degree k. 
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Proof.  Let (ei)i~1 be a system of generators of E,/~ the free module with basis (ei)iei and 
¢ :/~ ~ E the surjection defined by ¢(ei) = ei. We write x E/~ as x = ~ i  tiei (finite sum). 
Then it is proved by induction on the number of non-zero terms in this expression that 
(using the multi-index notation from A.5) q (¢ (~ hei)) = ~l,l=k t~a~ with coefficients a~ 
depending on the system of generators, but not on x. For simplicity of notation, let us 
assume that x = tl el + t2e2, the general case being similar. Then we get, using Theorem 5.1 
repeatedly, first to expand q around t2e2, then to expand each ai around (0, el): 
k 
q(t2e2 + tie1) = E t~ai(t2e2,el) + t~Rk(t2e2,el,tl) 
i=0 
k k-i ) 
= E i j tit 2 aij + E tlt~Rk-~((O' el), (e2, 0), t:) + t~Rk(t2e2, el, h ) ,  
iTj<k i+j=k 
for suitable a~j E F. Now replace tle~+t2e2 with s(tlel+t~e2) where s E N. By assumption, 
the left hand side is homogeneous of degree k and hence will simply be multiplied by a factor 
s k. On the right hand side we have a sum of homogeneous terms of degree g, g = 0,.. .  , k, 
and the remainder term which is skO(s). By Lemma 5.2, all terms on the right hand side 
except for the term of degree k vanish. Thus skq(tlel + t2e2) = s k ~-~-i+j=k t~t~ aij ; letting 
s = 1, the claim follows. [] 
Theorem 5.6 Assume f: E ~ U -+ F is of class C 2k and x, x + h E U. 
(a) The "regular part" ~-~.k=o aj (x, h) in the expansion 
k 
f(x + h) =  aj(x,h) + R (x,h, 1) 
j=O 
from Theorem 5.1 is a polynomial map in h of degree at most k. 
(b) f is (the restriction to U of) a polynomial map of degree at most k if and only if 
f coincides with the regular part of its Taylor expansion about one (and hence any) 
point x c U. 
(c) Assume U is a neighbourhood of 0 and f E Ck(U, F) is homogeneous of degree p, 
p E N, p <_ k, i.e. f(th) = tPf(h) whenever h, th E U. Then f is (the restriction of) 
a homogeneous polynomial of degree p. 
Proof.  (a) Using 5.5, we see that each term aj(x,.) (which is homogeneous of degree j 
and of class C 2k-j and hence of class C j) is a polynomial map as defined in A.5, and hence 
the regular part is polynomial. 
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(b) If f is polynomial, then f (x  + h) is again a polynomial p(h) in h, and f (x  + h) = 
p(h) + 0 is an expansion satisfying the properties of Theorem 5.1. By uniqueness of the 
expansion, it follows that f is given by its Taylor expansion about x. Conversely, if a map 
f is given by its regular part, then by (a) it is polynomial. 
(c) By Lemma 5.2, we have f(h) = %(0, h). Thus ap(0, ')Iv is of class C k and hence 
so is ap(0, .), using that U is absorbing (Remark 1.4) and %(0, x) = sPap(0, s- ix) for all 
s e]K × and x E sU, whence ap(0, ")lsv is C k. Now Lemma 5.5 shows that %(0, h) is indeed 
polynomial in h. [] 
6 Ck-curves 
In this section, we provide a simpler, equivalent description of the Ck-property for curves, 
which mimics a definition used in Schikhof's book [69] on ultrametric alculus, formulated 
there for mappings between subsets of an ultrametric field (cf. also the precursors [5] and 
[39]). The alternative description will be extremely useful ater, when we need to construct 
smooth curves with very special properties. When ]K is a ring, the alternative condition is 
still necessary for being C k, but to prove equivalence we need to assume that ]K is a field. 
A curve of class C k is a map f : U --+ E of class C k, where E E A/I and U c_ [4 is an open 
subset. For curves, our formalism simplifies: the map fH(x, h, t) may be replaced with 
f[1](x, 1, t). More precisely, we have, after performing an affine change of coordinates: 
Lemma 6.1 A curve f : U --+ E is of class C 1 if and only if there exists a map f<l> : 
U × U --+ E of class C O such that, for all s, t C U, 
f(s) - f(t) = f<l>(s,t) . (s - t). (14) 
Then dr(t) = f<l>(t,t), and dr: U --+ E is a curve of class C °. 
Proof.  Assume f is C 1. We let f<l>(s, t) := fill(t, 1, s - t ) ;  then f<~> : U × U --+ E is well- 
defined and C °, and (14) is nothing but the relation f ( t+(s - t ) ) - f ( t )  = (s-t)fO](t, 1, s - t ) .  
Conversely, given f<l> satisfying (14), we let F(x, h, t) := hF(x, 1, th) := hf<l>(x+th, x); 
this is C °, and (14) implies that f is of class C 1 with f[1] = F. 
It follows that f<1>(t, t) =/[1](t, 1, 0) = dr(t)1, and, identifying dr(t) e Hom~(K, E) 
with its value df(t)l E E, dr: U --+ E is a curve of class C °. [] 
Next, we wish to generalize the characterization of Lemma 6.1 to curves f of class C k, 
where k < ~.  Having defined f<l> as above, we define by induction maps 
f<J> : U j+l --+ E 
of class C k-j by: 
Af<3>("  t3'  t4' " ' " ' t j+ l )  ( t l ,  1, t2 - t l )  f<J+l>(t l ' ' " ' t J+l)  := A 
f<~>(t~, t3, . . . ,  q+l) - f<J>(t~, t3, . . . ,  t~+l) 
tl -- t2 
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where the second expression is valid only if tl - t2 E]K × , whereas the first expression is 
valid in general. By induction, one can prove the following explicit formula for f<k> (cf. 
[69, Exercise 29.A]): If t~ - tj C K × for i ~ j, then 
k+l 
f<k> ( t l , . . . ,  tk+l) : E f(t j)  
j=l 1-I~(tj  - h)" 
Then the following holds: 
Proposition 6.2 If f : K D_ U --+ E is a curve of class C k, then there exists a map 
f<k>: Uk+l ~ E 
of class C o such that, on the open subset U >k< of U k+l defined by the condition Vi # j: 
tj - ti E]K x, we have 
k+I 
f<k>(t~,.., tk+l)= ~ f(t j)  (15) 
' II,  (tj - t , )  
Moreover, for any map f<k> having these properties, the relation 
dJ f(t) = j! f<J>(t,... , t) (16) 
holds, and, if 0 E U, the expansion of f at the origin given by Theorem 5.1 can be written 
k 
f(t) = E tJ f<J>(o" " ' O) + tkRk(O, 1, t). (17) 
j=0 
Proof.  Existence of f<k> is proved by the inductive definition given above. (We do not 
claim that f<~> is unique; this is so if ]K is a field since then U >k< is C°-dense in U k+l, 
as is easily seen.) In order to prove (17), we simply re-write the calculation given before 
Theorem 5.1 by using the maps f<J>: 
f(t) = f(0) + tfil](0, 1, t) = f(0) + tf<~>(t,O) 
= f(0) + t/<~>(0, ) + t(f<~>(t, 0) - f<l>(0, 0)) 
= f(0) + t/<1>(0, 0) + t2]<2>(t, 0, 0) 
= f(0) + t f<1>(0, 0) + t2f<2>(0, 0, 0) + t2(f<2>(t, 0, 0) - f<2>(0, 0, 0)) 
= f(0) + t f<1>(0, 0) + t~f<2>(0, 0) + t3f<a>(t, 0, 0, 0) 
and so on, leading to (17) with 
Rk(0,1,t) = f<k>(t,O,... ,0) -- f<k>(0,0,. . .  ,0) 
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which clearly is O(t). It follows that aj(0,1) = f<J>(0,. . .  ,0) and, by translation, 
aj(t, 1) = f<J>(t,... ,t). Comparing with Theorem 5.4, we get (16). 2 Finally, assume 
f<k> is another map having the properties of f<k> mentioned in the proposition. Fix 
some vector v E U >k<. Then tv E U >k< for all t E K × sufficiently close to 0 (using that 
t i - t j  E N × entails th - t t j  = t ( t i - t j )  E K×). Let a(t) := f<k>(tv) --]<k>(tv). Then a is 
C o on some neighbourhood of the origin in ]K and vanishes for all invertible t in this neigh- 
bourhood since f<k>l~>~< = ]<k>lu>k<" By the Determination Axiom, a vanishes on the 
neighbourhood, whence in particular a(0) = 0. Thus f<J>(0,. . .  ,0) is indeed independent 
of f<3>. [] 
In the remainder of this section, we assume that the topologized ring ]K is a field. Our 
goal is to show that, in this case, also the converse of Proposition 6.2 holds: whenever 
f<k> exists, f will be a Ca-curve. Stimulated by W.H. Schikhof's definition of Ck-maps 
between subsets of ultrametric fields [69], we make the following definition: 
Def in i t ion 6.3 Let U be an open, non-empty subset of ~ E E f14 be a topologized 
K-vector space, and f :  U ~ E a map. For n E No, define 
U >~< := {(x l , . . .  ,Xn+l) E U~+I: if i ¢ j then xi ~ xj }, 
set f>o< := f : U = U >°< ~ E, and recursively define f>~< : U >~< --+ ]K for n E N via 
f>~-l<(Xl, xa,. • • , x~+l) - f>n-l<(x2, x3 , . . . ,  x~+l) 
f>~<(Xl, . . .  ,X~+l):= 
Xl - -  X2 
The function f is called a C~h-map if f>~< can be extended to a C°-map f<~> : U ~+1 -+ E. 
We call f a C~h-map if it is a C~ca-map for each n E No. 
It is easy to see that U >~< is C°-dense in U n+l, and apparently U>~< is open. Thus, if it 
exists, f<n> is uniquely determined. 
Remark  6.4 To see that U >~< is C°-dense, note that t + rs E U >~< for all r E N × suffi- 
ciently close to 0, for each given element  = ( t l , . . . ,  t~+l) E U ~+1 and s := (Sx, . . . ,  s~+~) 
with s l , . . .  , Sn+l E N pairwise distinct. Choosing s l , . . .  , s~+l E K x here, we can further- 
more achieve that t + rs ~ F, for any given finite subset F _C U~+I; this observation will 
be useful in the proof of Lemma 6.7. 
Remark  6.5 Our notation differs from Schikhof's, who writes V~+IU for U >~<, (I)nf for 
f>'~<, and ~f  for f<~>. 
The following lemmas will be needed: 
Lemma 6.6 Let U be an open non-empty subset of N and f : U -+ E be a mapping into 
a ]K-vector space. Let n E N. Then the following holds: 
2Cf. [69, Thm. 29.5] for a slightly more direct, but essentially not much different proof of (16). 
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(a) f>~< : U >~< -+ E is a symmetric function of its n + 1 variables. 
(b) For all (Yx, . . . ,Y~,Xx,. . . ,xn) E U >2~-1< __ U ~, we have 
n 
f>~- I<(yx , . . . ,  y~) - f>n- l<(x l , . . .  , Xn) = E(y j - -X j ) "  f>n<(Z l , . . .  , Xj,  y j , . . .  , Yn) .  
j=l  
(18) 
Proof .  The proof of [69], Lemma 29.2 (ii) and (iii) can be repeated verbatim. [] 
Lemma 6.7 If f : U -~ E is a C~ch-ma p (where n e No), then f is a Cks~h-map for all 
k E No such that k < n. For all 1 < k < n and (Yl,... ,yk,x l , . . .  ,xk) E U ~k, we have 
k 
f<k-l>(Yl,... ,Yk) -- f<k-I>(Xh... ,Xl¢) = ~-~(yj -- Xj). f<k>(xl,...  ,xj, y j , . . .  ,yk). 
j=l  
(19) 
Furthermore, f<k> : Uk+l __+ E is a symmetric function of its k + 1 variables. 
Proof .  The proof is by induction on n E No; the case n = 0 is trivial. Suppose that 
n E N and suppose that the assertions of the lemma hold when n is replaced with n - 1. 
Let f :  U ~ E be aC~h-map.  Pick y = (Yn.. . ,Y~) E U >n-l<. Then Dy := {x = 
(x l , . . .  ,x~) C U>~-I<: (Vi, j E {1,. . .  ,n}) x~ ~ yj} is easily seen to be C°-dense in 
U >n-l< (cf. Remark 6.4). The map 
n 
Cy: U n -+ E, Cy(xb. . .  ,xn) :-- f>n-l<(y) + E(x j  _ yj) . f<n>(yl,.. " ,yj, x j , . . .  ,Xn) 
j=l  
is C °, and ~)yID~ : f>n-l<[D~ by (18). If also z C U >n-l< C_ U ~, then DyMD~ is C°-dense 
in U n. Thus ~2y]DuMDz : f>n-l<[D~nDz : ~zIDvNDz entails that ~by = Cz- Thus ¢ := Cy 
is independent of the choice of y E U >~-1<. Given x = (x l , . . .  ,x~) E U >~-1<, there 
exists y c Dx. Then x e Du and thus f>n-l<(x) = Ca(x) = ¢(x). We have shown that 
¢lu>~-l< = f>~-1<. Since ¢ is C °, we deduce that f is a C~-hLmap, and f<~-l> = ¢. 
Thus, for k = n, both sides of (19) are C°-functions on U 2~ which coincide on the C o_ 
dense subset U >2~-1< by (18), and which therefore coincide. Similarly, f<~> is a symmetric 
function of its n + 1 variables ince f<~> : U n+1 --+ E is C o and its restriction f>n< to 
the C°-dense subset U >'~< of U ~+1 is symmetric. The assertions for k < n follow from the 
induction hypothesis, ince we have already shown that f is a C~l -map.  [] 
We readily deduce: 
Lemma 6.8 Let f : U -+ E be a C~h-map, where n C No. Then, for each k E No such 
that k <_ n, the mapping f<k> : Uk+l __~ E is of class C ~-k. 
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Proof.  We show by induction on j = 0,. . .  , n the following claim (thus establishing the 
lemma): 
Claim. For each k E No such that k < n - j ,  the map f<k> is of class C~. 
The case j = 0 is trivial, since all of the mappings f<k> : U~+I __+ E are C O (being C °- 
extensions of the maps f>k< by definition). 
Induction step. Suppose that the claim holds for some j E No such that j < n, and suppose 
that k<n- ( j+ l )=n- j -1 .  Le tx= (Xl,... Xk+l),Y= (Yl,...,Yk+I) C N k+l and 
t E N such that (x,y,t) E (uk+l) [1]. I f t  :# 0, then 
k+l 
l(f<k> (X = E y~ f<k+l> (Xl, y + ty) - f<k>(x)) 
i=l 
. ,  zi, z i+ty~,. . . ,Xk+l+tyk+l)  (20) 
by Equation (19). Note that Pi: (Kk+l) [1] = K2(k+l)+l -+ ]K, pi(x,y,t) := Yi is a linear 
C°-map and thus of class C~; furthermore, 
qi: (Kk+l) [I] --+ ]Kk+2 : qi(x,y:t) := (Xl,... ,x i ,x i+ty i , . . .  ,xk+l+tyk+l) 
is a polynomial function for i = 0 , . . . ,  k+l ,  which apparently satisfies qi((Uk+l) [1]) C U k+2 
V-k+1 . (f<k+l> and which is of class C °°. Define g: (Uk+l) [1] --+ E via g := z.~i=o Pi o q~). Since 
k + 1 < n - j, the mapping f<k+l> is of class C j, by induction. The functions p~ and q~ 
being smooth, we deduce from the Chain Rule and the Product Rule that g is a mapping 
of class C j and thus continuous in particular. Now (20) shows that f<k> is of class C 1, 
with (f<k>)[1] = g of class C j, and thus f<k> is of class C j+l. [] 
Summing up: 
Proposition 6.9 Let E E 3,l be a topologized K-vector space, U C_ ]K be an open, non- 
empty subset, and f :  U --~ E be a map. Let r C No U {oo}. Then f is a C~ch-ma p if and 
only if f is of class C r. 
Proof.  We may assume that r e No. If f is a C~ch-map, then f = f<0> is of class C r by 
Lemma 6.8. If, conversely, f is of class C ~, then f is a C~ch-map by Proposition 6.2. [] 
7 Main examples of C°-concepts and associated 
differential calculi 
In this section, we describe the main examples of C°-concepts, and relate the resulting 
notions of Ck-maps to the literature. In our general definition of C°-concepts, we considered 
rings and modules equipped with certain topologies, but did not presume that they are 
topological rings (resp., topological modules), to obtain a general framework which is as 
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flexible as possible. Now, we turn to the special case where K and all modules are indeed 
topological. Of particular interest are the cases where K is the field of real or complex 
numbers or an ultrametric field. 
Here, we are using the following terminology: A topological ring is a commutative ring K 
with unit 1, equipped with a topology making the ring operations continuous; we require 
also that K × be open in ~ and that inversion L: K × --+ K be continuous. If, furthermore, 
K is a field, it is called a topological field. A topological K-module is a module E over a 
topological ring K, equipped with a topology making the structure maps E × E --+ E and 
K x E ~ E continuous. All topological rings, fields and modules considered in this section 
are assumed Hausdorff. tt is clear that the class A~ of (Hausdorff) topological K-modules 
satisfies Axioms I and II of a C°-concept (taking the product opology on product spaces, 
and calling continuous mappings CO). Since a continuous mapping from a topological space 
to a Hausdorff topological space is uniquely determined by its restriction to a dense subset, 
we readily obtain: 
Lemma 7.1 Let K be a topological ring such that K × C_ K is dense. Then Axiom III of 
a C°-concept is satisfied for all F E AA. In particular, this holds i.f K is a non-discrete 
topological field. [] 
At the end of this section, we discuss two C°-concepts involving non-topological modules. 
The first of these is a C°-concept based on rational maps. The second gives rise to the 
smooth maps of convenient differential calculus. 
Calculus on real or complex topologica l  vector spaces 
In this subsection, we have a closer look at the case where K is the topological field of 
real or complex numbers. The C°-concept based on the class .h4 of Hausdorff real (resp., 
complex) topological vector spaces (as just described) gives rise to a notion of Ck-maps 
(Definition 4.1). We show that a mapping to a locally convex topological vector space is a 
Ck-map in this sense if and only if it is a Ck-map in the classical sense of Michal-Bastiani. 
We also clarify the relation between Ck-maps in the complex case and complex analytic 
mappings. 
Throughout this subsection, K E {IR, C}. 
Definit ion 7.2 Let E be a topological K-vector space, F a locally convex topological 
K-vector space, and k E No U {¢c}. A map 
f :E~_U- -+F  
on an open subset U C E is called a Cks-map (where MB stands for Michal-Bastiani) if
it is continuous, the (real, resp., complex) derivatives 
dJ f (x ,  vl, . . . , vj) := 0.1... O,j f (x)  
exist for all j E N such that j <_ k, x E U, v l , . . .  ,vj  E E, and the maps d3 f : U × EJ --+ F 
so defined are continuous. 
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Remark  7.3 In the literature, Ck-maps in the Michal-Bastiani sense (also known as 
Keller's C~-maps [42]) are usually defined only if N = R and if the domain E is also 
locally convex. However, all of the basic theory (as described on a few pages in [26], 
Section 1) is easily seen to work just as well for non-locally convex E, and also over the 
complex field (by trivial adaptations of the proofs); all which matters is the local convexity 
of the range F. We can therefore use results from [26] in the following also if [4 = C, or if 
E is not locally convex. 
In particular, the Mean Value Theorem holds for C~B-maps; dJf(x, .) : EJ ~ F is a 
symmetric j-linear map; compositions of composable CkMB-maps are CkMB; and further- 
more a map f : E _D U ~ F is of class ~MBr:k+I if and only if it is of class CAB and 
dr: E x E ~ U x E --+ F is of class C~B. 
Our goal is to show that the concepts of C~-maps and ckB-maps are equivalent: 
Propos i t ion  7.4 Let E be a topological K-vector space, F a locally convex topological N- 
vector space, k E No U {c~}, and f : U -~ F be a map, where U is an open subset of E. 
Then f is of class C k if and only if f is a CkMB-map. 
The proof depends on two technical lemmas, dealing with the differentiability ofparameter- 
dependent integrals: 
Lemma 7.5 Let E be a topological N-vector space, F a locally convex topological ]K-vector 
space, U C_ E a non-empty open subset, I C_ R an open interval such that [0, 1] C I, and 
h: U x I ~ F be a mapping of class CkB, where k E N0. Suppose that the weak integral 
~0 
1 
g(x) := h(x, t) dt 
exists in F for all x E U, and suppose that the weak integrals 
fo d~ h(x, t, Yl, . . . , Yj) dt 
exist for all j = 1,... ,k and x E U, yl , . . .  ,yj E E, where d~h(x,t, yl , . . .  ,yj) := 
dJh((x, t), (Yl, 0 ) , . . . ,  (yj, 0)). Then g: U --~ F is a mapping of class CkMB, and 
~0 
1 
dig(x, yl, • • •, yj) = dJh(x, t, y l , . . .  , yj) dt 
for all j = l , . . .  ,k and x E U, yl , . . .  ,yj E E. 
Proof.  The simple proof, based on induction on j and standard estimates, is left to the 
reader. Full details can also be found in [34]. [] 
Conversely, we have: 
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Lemma 7.6 Let E be a topological K-vector space, F a locally convex topological K-vector 
space, U C E a non-empty open subset, I C R an open interval such that [0, 1] C_ I, and 
h: U × I -+ F be a mapping of class C~B. Suppose that the weak integral 
~0 
1 
g(x) := h(x, t) dt 
exists in F for all x E U, and defines a map g : U --~ F which is of class C1MB. Then the 
weak integral f~ dlh(x, t, y) dt exists for all x E U and y E E, and it is given by 
fo I dlh(X, t, y) dt = dg(x, y) . 
Proof.  We consider g and h as mappings into the completion F of F. The weak integral 
in question exists in F. By the preceding lemma, it coincides with dg(x, y) and therefore 
is an element of F. [] 
P roo f  of Propos i t ion  7.4. We may assume that k E No. Clearly, C k implies ckB  (using 
that dJf is continuous as a partial map of f[J], for each j < k). The converse direction is 
proved by induction on k. Assume that f is C~B first. Then 
{ /(x+t~)-i(~) if t c R × 
g :U  [1]--+F, (x ,y , t )~ t 
df(x,y) if t=0 
is continuous. In fact, since f is C1MB, SO is the restriction glu]II of g to the open subset 
U ]1[ := {(x, y, t) E U [1] : t ¢ 0} of U [11, and hence continuous. On the other hand, by the 
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus (cf. [26, Thin. 1.5]), we have 
~0 
1 
f (x  + ty) - f(x) = df(x + sty, ty) ds, 
for all (x, y, t) in the open neighbourhood W := {(x, y, t) E U[1]: x + [-1, 2]ty C_ U} of 
U×E×{0} inU [1]. Thus 
f l /o1 g(x, y, t) = df(x + sty, y) ds = h((x, y, t), s) ds (21) 
for all (x, y, t) C W, where the integral depends continuously on (x, y, t) by Lemma 7.5, 
applied with the G°-map h: W× ] -  1,2[--4 F, h((x,y,t), s) := df (x+sty ,  y). Thus g is 
continuous on UN = U]I[ t2 W, and hence f is C 1 with fill ___ g. 
Induction step: Suppose that f is a CkB-map now, where k > 2. We define g and h as 
above and note that glu]lc is a C~B-ma p and hence of class C k-l, by induction; furthermore, 
k-1  h is a CMB-map. 
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I f  F is sequentially complete, then the existence of weak integrals is automatic, whence, 
in view of Eqn. (21), g lw is a C~-map by Lemma 7.5 and hence of class C k-l ,  by induction. 
Now, f being C 1 with g = fill of class C k-l, the map f is of class C k, and we are home. 
I f  F fails to be sequentially complete, in order to be able to apply Lemma 7.5, it remains 
to show that the weak integrals 
f0 1 y, t), s; Wl, . . . ,  wj) ds (22) ih((x, 
exist for all j = 1,... ,k - 1, (x ,y , t )  E U [11, Wl,... ,wj  C E [1]. Now, the map gluJ1E being 
of class C~B , we inductively deduce from Lemma 7.6 that the weak integrals (22) exist, 
provided (x, y, t) E U ]1[. It remains to prove the existence when x E U, y E E, t = 0. To 
enable this, we need to understand what the mappings dJh look like. 
If j = 1, (x,y,t) E W, wl = (Yl,Y2,t~) E E [~], and s E [0, 1], using the linearity of 
df(x + sty, .) we obtain 
dlh((x, y, t), s, (Yl, Y2, tl)) = d2f(x + sty, y, Yl) + std2f(x + sty, y, Y2) 
+ shd2f (x  + sty, y, y) + df(x + sty, y~). 
Similarly, using the multilinearity of the higher differentials, a simple inductive argument 
shows that dJh((x, y, t), s, wl , . . . ,  wj) (where (x, y, t) e W and wi = (y2i-1, y2i, ti) e E [1] 
for i = 1,... , j) is a sum of terms of the form 
satbt~ . . . .  t~ di f (x  + sty, Yl,, . . . , Y~,) , (23) 
where i E {1,... ,j}, g~, g2,.., gi C {0, 1 , . . . ,  2j}, Y0 := Y (for convenience of notation), 
and a,b, Cl, . . .  ,cj E {0,1,...  ,j}. If now t = 0 in particular (this is the case we are 
interested in), fixing all variables except for s, note that each term (23) is a polynomial 
(actually, a monomial) in s with coefficients in F. Hence d~h((x, y, 0), s, w l , . . .  , wj), as a 
J n function of s, is a polynomial with coefficients in F, say equal to Y]~=0 s zn for certain 
zn E F. Applying linear functionals, we now readily see that 
 (11 ) 
s~ ds z~ = -~--~-~ z C F 
n=0 n=l  
satisfies the defining property of the weak integral f0 ~ h~((x, y, 0), s, Wl , . . . ,  wj)ds,  which 
consequently exists. We can now complete the proof as in the sequentially complete case.[] 
In order to distinguish the notions of Ck-maps over the real numbers and those over the 
complex numbers, let us write C~ and C~ for the moment. Then we have: 
Propos i t ion 7.7 Let E and F be complex topological vector spaces, where F is locally 
convex, U C_ E be an open subset, and f : U --+ F be a mapping. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
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(a) f is complex analytic in the sense of [13, Defn. 5.6], i.e., f is continuous and, for 
every x E U, there exists a zero-neighbourhood V C E such that x + V C_ U and 
certain continuous homogeneous polynomials/3~ : E -+ F of degree n, such that f 
admits the expansion: f(x + y) = E~=o/3~(y), for all y e V. 
(b) f is of class C F. 
(c) f is of class C~, and df(x, .) : E -+ F is complex linear for each x E U. 
I] F is Mackey complete, then (a)-(c) are also equivalent to any of the following: 
(d) f is of class C~. 
(e) f is of class C~, and df(x, .) is complex linear for each x ¢ U. 
Proof.  (a)=V(b): In view of the characterization f C~-maps given in Proposition 7.4, we 
can repeat he proof of [26, Prop. 2.4] verbatim to deduce that complex analytic maps are 
of class C~. 
The implication (b)~(c) is obvious, and (c)~(a) is the content of [26, La. 2.5] (which 
remains valid for non-locally convex domains). 
Now assume that F is Mackey complete (see [45, La. 2.2 and Thin. 2.14]). Then clearly 
(b) implies (d), and (d) implies (e). To see that (e) implies (a), we argue as in [28, 1.4] 
(the local convexity of E assumed there is inessential for the arguments). [] 
For non-locally convex ranges, the situation is totally different. There are C~-maps from C 
to metrizable, complete non-locally convex spaces which are not C~, and there are C~- 
maps which are not given locally by their Taylor series, around any point. Furthermore, 
there are compactly supported, non-zero C~-maps from C to suitable non-locally convex 
spaces (showing that the Identity Theorem for Analytic Functions becomes false), and 
there are injective C~-maps on R whose derivative vanishes identically (see [31]). 
Differential  calculus over u l t rametr ic  fields 
We now consider the C°-concept described at the beginning of Section 7, in the case where 
]K is a valued field, i.e., a field, equipped with an absolute value H: K ~ [0, co[ which we 
assume non-trivial (meaning that it gives rise to a non-discrete topology on K). Already 
having dealt with R and C, we focus on valued fields (]K, I-I) now whose absolute value I.I 
satisfies the strong triangle inequality, viz. Ix ÷ Yl -< max{Ixh tyl} for all x,y E K; in this 
case, (]K, I.I) is called an ultrametric field. 
As a special case of our discussions in Section 6, we know that a function f : K _D U -+ E, 
where K is an ultrametric field, is C k in our sense if and only if it is C k in the usual 
sense of ultrametric alculus, as considered in Schikhof [69]. In the following, we inspect 
further important classes of mappings encountered in non-archimedian alysis (like strictly 
differentiable maps, or analytic maps), and relate them to our concept of Ck-maps. 
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7.8 Recall that a topological vector space E over an ultrametric field K is called locally 
convex if every zero-neighbourhood of E contains an open O-submodule of E, where O := 
{t E N : Itl _< 1} is the valuation ring of K Equivalently, E is locally convex if and 
only if its vector topology is defined by a family of ultrametric ontinuous eminorms 
7 : E ~ [0, ~[  on E (cf. [56] for more information). Let K be a valued field. We call 
a topological K-vector space polynormed if its vector topology is defined by a family of 
continuous seminorms (which need not be ultrametric when K is an ultrametric field). This 
terminology slightly deviates from the one in Bourbaki [19], where only polynormed spaces 
over ultrametric fields are considered whose topology arises from a family of continuous 
uItrametric seminorms, and which therefore are precisely the locally convex spaces over 
such fields in our terminology. We shall not presume that norms, nor Banach spaces, be 
ultrametric, unless saying so explicitly. For example, ~l(Qp) is a non-ultrametric (and 
non-locally convex) Banach space over Qp. We shall also write I1.11~ for a continuous 
seminorm 7. 
Definit ion 7.9 Let K be a valued field, E be a normed K-vector space, F a polynormed 
K-vector space, U C_ E be open, and f :  U -+ F be a map. Given x E U, we say that f is 
strictly differentiable at x if there exists a continuous linear map A E L(E, F) such that, 
for every ¢ > 0 and continuous eminorm 7 on F, there exists 5 > 0 such that 
Ill(z) - f (y ) -  A . ( z -  Y)II, < ¢ l l z -  Yll 
for all y, z E U such that IIz - xll < 5 and I[Y - x]] < 6. Here A is uniquely determined; we 
write f~(x) := A. The map f is called strictly differentiable if it is strictly differentiable at 
each x E U. 
It can be shown that every strictly differentiable mapping f is of class C 1 [30, La. 3.2]. 
This facilitates the following definition (cf. [30, Rem. 5.2]): 
Definit ion 7.10 Let (K, I.I) be a valued field, E be a normed K-vector space, F be a 
polynormed K-vector space, U _C E an open subset, and k E No U {cx~}. A mapping 
f :  U --~ F is called k times strictly differentiable (or an SCk-map, for short) if it is of class 
C k and f[J]: U [j] --+ F is strictly differentiable, for all j E No such that j < k. 
The class of SCk-maps has many useful properties. For example, the Inverse Function 
Theorem and Implicit Function Theorem hold for SC~-maps between open subsets of 
Banach spaces over a complete valued field K ([30]; cf. [19, 1.5.1] when k = 1). 
We remark that, in the case of ultrametric fields, an Inverse Function Theorem cannot 
be based on the mere existence and continuity of differentials: the conclusion can fail 
spectacularly (see [69, Example 26.6], which refutes earlier claims to the contrary in [68]). 
By definition, every SCk-map is of class C k. Conversely, the following can be shown (see 
[30], Remarks 5.3 and 5.4): 
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Propos i t ion  7.11 Let (K, I.I) be a valued field, E be a normed E-vector space, F be a 
polynormed E-vector space, U C_ E an open subset, and k C No U {~o}. Let f :  U --+ F be 
a map. Then the following holds: 
(a) If f is of class C k+l, then f is an SCk-map. 
(b) If N is locally compact and E is finite-dimensional, then f is of class C k if and only 
if f is an SC~-map. [] 
Remark  7.12 In the real case, it is known that a mapping is SC 1 if and only if it is 
continuously Fr~chet differentiable ([18, 2.3.3], cf. also [21, Thin. 3.8.1]), and it is known 
that every k times continuously Fr~chet differentiable mapping is SC k ([30], appendix). 
In non-archimedian alysis, (locally) analytic functions are a well-established and widely 
used concept (see [19], also [69], [70] for the finite-dimensional case). We recall from [19] 
the definition of analytic functions, and some background material: 
7.13 Let E be a complete ultrametric field, F be a locally convex topological E-vector 
space, n E N, E l , . . .  ,E~ be ultrametric normed E-vector spaces, and E := E1 × ' . .  × E~, 
equipped with the maximum norm. Given a multi-index ~ = ((~i) C N~0, we define 
a ( j ) :=sup{ iEN:  l< i<nand j>a l+. . .+a i_ l}  
for j • {1 . . . .  , lal}, where Is] := al  + . . .  + aN. Thus a(1) ,a (2) , . . .  ,a ( Ia l ) i s  the finite 
sequence obtained by writing al  times 1, then a2 times 2, etc. 
7.14 We let E~ := 1-I;=ilE,(j), equipped with the supremum norm; t :~(E1, . . . ,  E,; F)  
denotes the space of continuous lal-multilinear maps from E~ to F. We define 
p°: E Eo, 
where pi : E -+ Ei is the canonical projection for i = 1,. . .  ,n. A mapping f : E -+ F 
is called a continuous multi-homogeneous polynomial of multi-degree c~ if there exists u • 
f~,~(E1,... , En; F) such that f -- uop,; we let P~(E1,... , En; F) be the space of all such f. 
If n = 1 and thus E = El, we write L:~(E; F) instead of ~:(k)(E; F) and Pk(E;F) := 
P(k)(E; F). Then 5k := P(k) : E -+ E(k) = E k is the k-fold diagonal map. Following 
Bourbaki, the elements of Pk(E; F) will be called continuous homogeneous polynomials of 
degree k in the present section; however, elsewhere in this text we shall use the terminology 
from Appendix A. a 
3Note that, in Bourbaki's terminology, a continuous homogeneous polynomial f of degree k is not 
merely a homogeneous polynomial of degree k which is continuous, but it is assumed that we can find 
a continuous k-multilinear map u : E k -~ F such that f = u o 5k. In positive characteristic, where no 
polarization formula is available, this condition might very well be stronger than the mere continuity of f. 
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7.15 Given u C £~(E1,... ,E~;F) and a continuous eminorm 7 on F,  we define 4
Ilu[l~ := inf{M _> 0: (V(xl , . . .  ,Xk) e E~) 7(u(x l , . . .  ,xk)) _< M.  I l x l l l ' - . '  Ilxkll}, 
where k := ](~1. Given f E P~(E1,... ,En; F), we define 
Ilfl17 := inf{ltullT: u e / :a (E1 , .  • • , En; F)  such that u o p~ = f }. 
7.16 The elements f o f /~(E1 , . . . ,  E~; F)  := I-[aem0 P~(E1,..., E~; F) are called formal 
series, and are written in the form f = ~--~aeN fa, with fa E P~(E1,... , En; F). Given a 
formal series f ,  we let I(f) C ]0, c~[ ~ be the set of all R = (R1,. . .  , R,)  E ]0, c~[ ~ such 
that, for every continuous seminorm 7 on F,  we have 
II/oll n o as Io 1-+ 
where R ~ := R~ 1 . . . . .  R~ ~. The set I(f) is called the indicatrix of strict convergence off. 
If n = 1, we identify P (E ;  F)  with 1-[keNo Pk(E; F). 
7.17 Given R e ]0, oc[ ~, let B(R):= {(Yl . . . .  ,y~) e E :  ]tYiI] _<P~for i= l , . . .  ,n}  be 
the closed polyball of multi-radius R around the origin; given r C ]0, cc[, define B(r) := 
{y e E :  IfYI[ -< r}. Then B(R) and B(r) are open and closed O-submodules of E, where 
O := {t E N: It] _< 1} is the valuation ring of ]K. 
7.18 A function f :  U --4 F on an open subset U C_ E is called analytic if, for every x E U, 
there exists a formal series f~ = ~-~es~ f~,a e P (E1 , . . .  , E~; F)  and R E I(fx) such that 
x + B(R) C U and (f~,~(Y))~e~o is a summable family in F for all y e B(R), with limit 
f (x  + y) = 
The summabil i ty is automatic if F is sequentially complete. The formal series f~ is uniquely 
determined. 
7.19 We recall that a formal series in /3(E1, . . .  , E~; F)  as-before xists if and only if there 
exists a formal series fx = )-']k~0 f~,k E/3(E;  F)  and r C I(f~) such that x + B(r) C_ U and 
(f,,k(Y))keNo is summable in F for all y E B(r), with limit 
oo 
f (x  + y) = 
k=0 
4Our terminology slightly differs from Bourbaki's here, who uses on£~(E1,... , En; F) the equivalent 
seminorms defined via []ui]~ := sup{v(u(xl . . . . .  Xk)): xj E E~(j), ]lxj]l < 1} (and the corresponding 
seminorms ]].11~ on Pa(E1 . . . . .  E~; F)). It is easy to see that ]lul]~ _< Iiui]~ _< akliui]'7, where a := inf{it]: 
t E ]K × , It] > 1}. The use of II.l]~ is problematic. For example, the inequality asserted in [19, A.4] is false 
if we take E := F := G := Qp with II.IIE :-- ]I.IIF := I.Ip the usual absolute value on Qp, II.IIG :-- p-~. I.Ip, 
f :  E -4 G, x ~-+ x and g: G -4 F, x ~ x. Then IifiI' = p-½, IIgIl' = IIgo.fiI' = 1 > IIg[l'. I]flI' = p-½ (cf. 
also [66, p. 59]). 
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It is known that every analytic function between open subsets of a complete ultrametric 
field K is of class C~ [69, Cot. 29.11]. It is also known that every analytic mapping from 
an open subset of a normed K-vector space to a locally convex topological K-vector space 
is strictly differentiable with analytic derivatives ([19], 4.2.3 and 3.2.4). We show: 
Propos i t ion 7.20 Let K be a complete ultrametric field, E an ultrametrie normed K- 
vector space, F a locally convex topological K-vector space, U C E be open, and f : U -+ F 
a K-analytic mapping. Then f is of class C~, and f[Jl is K-analytic for each j E No. 
Proof.  Apparently, we only need to show that every K-analytic mapping is of class C~, 
and that fill is K-analytic: the assertion then follows by a trivial induction. 
It is well-known (and easy to see) that the directional derivative dr(x, y) exists for all 
x • U and y • E (cf. [19], 4.2.3 and 3.2.4). We can therefore define a mapping : U [1] ~ F 
(which will turn out to be ff11) via 
g(x, y, t) := { l ( f (x  df(x, + ty)y)- f(x)) ifif tt =~ 0,0; 
for all (x, y, t) e U [I]. The map f and inversion K × --+ K~ t ~ {. being analytic, it readily 
follows that g is analytic on the open set Ull[ := {(x, y, t) • U[1]: t ~ 0} (cf. [19], 4.2.3, 
3.2.7 and 3.2.8). In order that g be analytic, it therefore only remains to show that g is 
given by a convergent formal series around (x0, Y0, 0), for all x0 • U and y0 • E. After a 
translation, we may assume without loss of generality that 0 • U and x0 --- 0. There is 
r • ]0, 1[ such that B(r) C_ U. After shrinking r, we may assume that 
oo 
f(z) = Zh(z )  for alI z • B(r), 
k=0 
where fk • P~(E; F) for each k • No, and 
l ira I JhL  ~* = 0, (24) 
k--+oo 
for every continuous ultrametric seminorm 7 on F. We set R1 := r, R~ := IlYoll + 1, 
T R3 := JlyolJ+l' R := (R1,R2, Ra). Then the polyball B(R) _C E x E × K is contained in 
B(r)[ 1] C U[~], and (0, y0,0) • B(R). Fix 7. For each k • No, we find Uk • Ek(E;F) such 
that Iluk[I, _< [[fkI[~ + 1 and Uk o 5k = fk. Write Zl := Y0. Then 
g(ZO, Z1 -}- Z2, t) = l ( f ( z  0 2r- tZ 1 -~- ~Z2) - -  f(Zo)) -~" ~ } (fk(Zo -~ tZl q- tZ2) - -  f k (Z0) )  
k=l 
for all (Zo, z2, t) • B(R) such that t ¢ 0, where 
1 (h(z0 + t~ + t~)  - h(z0) )  7
1 = ~ (udzo + tzl + tz2 , . . . ,  zo + tz~ + tz2) - uk(zo . . . .  , z0)) 
= ~t#~J : "~° l -~u~(<, . . . ,~O = F_,gl~-o,~,o-,)(~o,z~,t), 
iEl k a=l  b=0 
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using the set Ik := {i = ( i l , . . . ,  ik) • {0, 1, 2} k} \ {(0, 0 , . . . ,  O)} and the continuous multi- 
homogeneous polynomial g(k-~,b,a-1) • P(k-,,b,,-l)(E, E, E; F) on the product E x E x K, 
of multi-degree (k - a, b, a - 1), defined via 
t) := Z , ,  (25) 
for (z0, z2, t) • E x E x K, where the summation is over all i • Ik such that #( j  : ij ~ 0) = a 
and #{ j :  ij = 2) -- b. It is apparent from (25) that IIg(k-~,b,~-l)ll~ < IIukl]~, whence 
[[g(k-~,b,~-a)l[~ < I[AIl~ + 1. (26) 
For multi-indices a • 1~0 which are not of the form (k-a, b, a- l )  with k • N, 1 < a < k and 
0 < b < a, we define g~ := 0 • P~(E, E, g4 F). Note that, ifg~ ¢ 0, then a = (k-a, b, a- l )  
for uniquely determined k • N, a • {1, . . . ,  k} and b • {0, . . . ,  a}. Then, in view of (24), 
PgR3 Ilg.ll  IIg.ll rk< (llAll +l)rk O (27) [[g~]]~R~= k-a b ~-~ = (llyoll+~? -°+~ ]fuoll+~ 
as [a [=k+b-1- -+~,us ingthat [~[=k+b- l<__2k- landthusk>~- -+c~.  
Note that g(k-a,b,a-1) is independent of the choice of 7 and the u~'s: if 7' and maps 
u~ • £k(E; F) are given with u~ o (fk = h and [lu~[]~, _< []hl]~' + 1, leading to multi- 
homogeneous polynomials glk-~,b,~-~), then 
a 
a=l  b=0 
1 (f (zo + tz l  + tsz2) - h(z0)) = 7 
k a 
a - lb t  
a=l  b=0 
for all (Zo, Z2,t) E B(R) and s E K with t ¢ 0 and Isl < 1, whence g(k-~,b,~-l)(zo, e,1) = 
glk-~,b,,-1) (Z0, Z2, 1) clearly and thus g(k-~,b,,-1) = 91k-~,b.~-a), using the multi-homogeneity. 
Now g(k-~,b,~-l) being independent of the choice of 3' and the uk's, we see that (27) holds 
for all continuous ultrametric seminorms "y on F, whence R is contained in the indicatrix of 
strict convergence of )-~.~ 9a. This entails that the family (ga)a is uniformly summable on 
B(R), to an analytic (and hence continuous) function ~: B(R) -+ F into the completion 
of F (cf. [19, 4.2.4]). For all (zo, z2, ~) • B(R) such that t ¢ 0, we have 
9(zo,zl + z2,t) = Z Z9(~-a'b'a-1) (z°'z2't) = Z 9a(Zo'Z2't) = ~(Zo, Z2,t) 
k=l  a=l b=O aEl~o 
(the re-ordering is clearly permissible). Letting t -+ 0 for fixed z0 and z2, the left hand side 
converges to df(zo, zl+z2) = g(z0, zl+z2, 0), the right hand side to ~(z0, z2, 0), by continuity 
of ~. Thus g((0, Y0, 0) + (z0, z2, t)) = g(zo, zl + z2, t) = "~(Zo, z2, t) = )]~ ga(zo, z2, t) for all 
(zo, z2, t) • B(R) is the desired expansion of g around (0, Y0, 0). [] 
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C°-concepts based on rational maps 
Assume ]K is an infinite field and consider the class ~4 of finite-dimensional vector spaces 
over ]K together with their Zariski topologies. Let C°-maps be "rational" maps, i.e., maps 
of the form f(x) = ~ with a vector-valued polynomial p and a scalar-valued polynomial q. q(x) 
Then Axioms I and II of a C°-concept are clearly satisfied, and also the Determination 
Axiom holds since ]K is assumed to be infinite, so non-empty Zariski-open sets contain 
infinitely many points and rational functions are uniquely determined by their values at 
these points even if we remove one of them. By definition all polynomials are C o . By 
the product rule, they are then C ~, and the quotient and chain rule now imply that all 
rational maps are C °°. Therefore, in this case, the classes C °, C 1 . . . .  , Coo all coincide, and 
we see that the importance of our construction is not so much to produce new classes of 
maps but to provide a calculus for a given class. Here we recover (for infinite fields) the 
well-known differential calculus of rational maps (cf. e.g. [43] and the appendix to [50]). 
Remark  7.21 If ]K is algebraically closed and of characteristic 0, then each algebraic ]K- 
group is a "rational" Lie group. It would be interesting to know whether this remains true 
for more general fields of characteristic 0.
C°-concepts related to convenient differential calculus 
It is possible, in principle, to describe the convenient differential calculus of Frhlicher, Kriegl 
and Michor ([25], [45]) by means of a C°-concept, as follows. Define ]K = ~, let A4 be the 
class of all topologized real vector spaces (E, TE) such that ~E is the coo-refinement of some 
Mackey complete locally convex vector topology AE on E, i.e., ~'E is the final topology on E 
with respect o the set of all smooth curves ~ --+ (E, AE), where smoothness i  understood 
in the usual sense (cf. [45, Defn. 2.12]). Given (E, TE), (F, ~-F) e A,i and open sets U 6 ~-E, 
V C 7-F, let C°(U, V) := C(U, V) be the set of all continuous mappings U --+ V with 
respect o the topologies induced by 7E and VF. We equip E × F with the c°°-refinement 
of the product opology on (E, AE) × (F, AF); the resulting topology is independent of the 
choices of AE and AF, as it is easily seen to be final with respect o the set of all curves 
7 = (71,72) : ~ -+ E × F whose coordinate functions 71 : ~ --+ (E, AE), 72: ~ --+ (F, AF) 
are smooth; the smoothness property of the curves 71 and 72 however only depends on TE 
and TF. It is easy to check that all axioms of a C°-concept are satisfied. Furthermore, a 
map between open subsets of spaces (E, TE), (F, ~'F) in ~A is smooth in the sense provided 
by this C°-concept if and only if it is a smooth map between the corresponding coo-open 
subsets of (E, As) and (iv, AF), in the sense of convenient differential calculus. 
A more interesting C°-concept is obtained by taking Lipschitz (f~ip °) maps as the C°-maps 
here. Then, as shown by S. Hiltunen [40], the resulting Ck-maps are precisely the Lip k- 
maps of convenient differential calculus (see [25], [45]), for each k 6 No. 
In spite of this possible embedding of convenient differential calculus in our general frame- 
work, which is of theoretical interest, the original formulation of convenient differential 
calculus is of course preferable for practical purposes. 
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Part II: Manifolds and Lie Groups 
8 Manifolds and bundles 
Manifolds arising f rom a C°-concept.  We fix a base ring E, a C°-concept over E, 
and a E-module E C ]vl, called the "model space". A Ck-manifold with atlas (modelled 
on E) (where k e No U {oc}) is a topological space M together with an E-atlas A = 
{(¢i, Ui): i • I}. This means that Ui, i • I, is a covering of M by open sets, and 
¢i: M D Ui -4 ¢i(Ui) C E is a chart, i.e. a homeomorphism of the open set Ui C_ M onto 
an open subset ¢i(Ui) C E, and any two charts (¢i, Ui), (¢j, Uj) are Ck-compatible in the 
sense that 
¢ij := ¢i 0 ~);II¢~j(UIAUj) : Cj(Ui A gj) ---} ~gi(U i ~ Uj) 
and its inverse Cji are of class C k. We see no reason to assume that the topology of M is 
separated (compare [46, p. 23] for this issue); if we want to work with separated manifolds, 
then we also have to assume that all E-modules belonging to our C°-concept are separated 
(an assumption which we have not needed so far !). 
If the atlas A is maximal in the sense that it contains all compatible charts, then M is 
called a Ck-manifold (modelled on E). 
Let (M, A), (N, B) be Ck-manifolds with atlas modelled on [4-modules belonging to a 
given C°-concept. A map f : M --4 N is of class C k if it is continuous and if, for all choices 
of charts (¢, U) of M and (¢, W) of N, 
~p o f o ¢-1: ¢(U~f - l (W) )  -~ ~b(W) 
is of class C ~. Then one shows as usual that Ck-manifolds with atlas modelled on a given 
C%concept form a category. Taking maximal atlases, we see that C k manifolds form a 
category. 
If E is a field, then Lemma 4.9 shows that smoothness of a map may be checked by 
using any sub-atlas of the given one. If E is not a field, this may fail. For this reason we 
distinguish between the categories of manifolds and of manifolds with atlas. For instance, 
product atlases and bundle atlases are in general not maximal, and in case of a base ring 
statements may become false when using maximal atlases on products and on bundles. 
In particular, all E-modules from the class ~4 are C°¢-manifolds and we can define 
smooth functions on M to be smooth maps f : M --4 N. The space C°°(M) of smooth 
functions on M may be reduced to the constants, and it may also happen that Coo(Ui) 
is reduced to the constants for all i (e.g. case of topological vector spaces that admit no 
non-zero continuous linear forms). Therefore it is no longer possible to define differential 
geometric objects via their action on smooth functions. In the category of smooth manifolds 
with atlas one can form direct products: given two Ck-manifolds (M, A), (N, B), endow 
M × N with the topology generated by the U¢ × We, ¢ • ,4, ¢ • B, together with the open 
subsets of the U¢ × We (this is in general finer than the product topology and coincides 
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with the product opology if our C°-concept is "topological"), and the charts are given by 
the maps ¢ x •. These charts are again Ca-compatible and define an atlas ,4 x B. Clearly 
direct products of smooth maps are then smooth maps. If N is a field, this remains true 
also if we complete .A x B to a maximal atlas. 
It is also possible to define submanifolds; details will be given in [10]. 
Tangent bundle. A point p E M is described in the form ¢[1(x) with x E ¢i(Ui) and 
i E I. In a different chart it is given by p = ¢~-1(y). In other words, M is the set of 
equivalence classes S/-,~, where 
S := {( i ,x) lx e ¢i(Ui)} c_ I x E, 
and (i, x) ,-, (j, y) if and only if ¢[1(x) = ¢~-l(y). We write p = [i, z] e M = S~ ~. 
Next we define an equivalence relation on the set 
TS:=SxEC_ IxExE  
via (i, x, v) ~ (j, y, w) if and only if ¢j o ¢~-1(z) = y, d(¢j o ¢[1)(x)v = w. By the chain 
rule, this is an equivalence relation. We denote equivalence classes by [i, x, v], and let 
TM := TS /  ~ . 
If [i, x, v] = [j, y, w], then [i, x] = [j, y], and hence the map 
~: TM -~ M, [i, x, ~] ~ [i, x] 
is well-defined. For p = [i, x] E M, we let 
The map 
TpM := fi--l(p) : {[ i ,z ,v]  E TMIv e E}. 
Tx¢[1 : E --> TpM, v ~ [i, x, v] 
is a bijection (surjective by definition, injective since the differentials are bijections), and 
we can use it to define a N-module structure on TpM which actually does not depend on 
(i, x). We then use the linear bijection T~¢~ -I to transport he topology and C°-manifold 
structure from E to TpM, which enables us to speak of C°-maps on TpM and its open 
subsets (although TpM might not be a member of the given class 3A). The N-module 
TpM is called the tangent space of M at p. 
We define an atlas TA := (T¢i)ieI on TM by 
TUi := 7r-l(ui), T¢i :  TU~ -+ E × E, [i,x,v] ~ (¢i(x),v) 
and give TM the topology generated by the TUi and their open subsets (note the topology 
on TUi may be strictly finer than the product opology). Change of charts is now given by 
T¢~j: (x, v )~ (¢i&), d¢~&)v) 
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which is C k-1 if f is C k. Thus (TM, TA)  is a manifold with atlas. 
If f :  M --4 N is C k we define its tangent map by 
Tf :  TM--+ TN, [i,x,v] ~ [j, fij(x),dfij(x)v] 
where fij = ~bj o f o ¢~-1 (supposed to be defined on a non-empty open set). In other words, 
Tf  = (TCj) -1 o (fij, dfij) o T¢ i= (TCj) -1 o Tfi j  o T¢i. 
This is well-defined, linear in fibers and C k-1. Clearly the functorial rules hold, i.e. we have 
defined a covariant functor T from the category of Ck-manifolds modelled on a C°-concept 
into the category of Ce-l-manifolds. (In [10] it will be shown that this functor can be seen 
as the functor of "scalar extension by dual numbers over E.") 
If f : M --4 E is a smooth function, then T~f : T~M --4 TxK = K gives rise to a function 
TM ~ K, linear in fibers, which we denote, by some abuse of notation, again by Tf  or by 
df . The product rule 3.3 implies that d(f  g) = f dg + gdf . 
General  fiber bundles. General bundles over M are defined following the same pattern 
as above for the tangent bundle: assume M is modelled on E and let N be some manifold 
modelled on F e M.  Assume that for all triples (i, j, x) such that (i, x), (j, x) • S (i.e. 
X • ¢i(Ui) ["l ~)j(Uj))  a diffeomorphism gij(x) : N -+ N is given such that the cocycle 
relations 
gij(¢jk(x))gjk(X) = gik(X), gii(x) = idy, 
are satisfied and such that (x, w) ~ gij(x)w is smooth wherever defined. Then we define 
an equivalence relation on S × N by 
( i ,x,v) ..~ ( j ,y,w) if and only if ¢ij(x) = y, gij(x)v = w. 
By the cocycle relations, this is indeed an equivalence relation, and by the smoothness 
assumption, B := S x F~ ,.~ can be turned into a manifold with atlas modelled on E x F 
and locally isomorphic to U~ x N and such that the projection zr: B --+ M, [i, x, w] ~ [i, x] 
is a well-defined smooth map whose fibers are all diffeomorphic to N. 
If N carries an additional structure (K-module, affine space, projective space, ... ) and 
the gij respect his structure, then each fiber also carries this structure, and homomor- 
phisms are required to respect his structure. In particular, if N is a K-module, then b 
is called a vector bundle. Direct sums of vector bundles are defined as usual, but other 
constructions (like tensor products, or dual bundles) pose problems in general and should 
be strictly avoided. For example, already in the real locally convex case, there are vector 
bundles without a canonical dual bundle [35]. Nevertheless, differential forms can be de- 
fined, but should not be seen as sections of vector bundles (cf. [7], [61]). Examples in [32] 
illustrate that topological tensor products in the category of general (not necessarily lo- 
cally convex) topological vector spaces over R (or any valued field) may have unfamiliar, 
pathological properties. Fortunately, as shown in [10], multilinear bundles can be used 
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to develop the theory of connections and related notions, without any recourse to tensor 
products. 
Vector  fields and derivations. A section of a vector bundle B over M is a smooth map 
~: M --+ B such that ~r o [ = idM. The sections of B form a module Foo(B) over Coo(M). 
Sections of TM are also called vector fields and are often denoted by X, Y, Z , . . . ,  and we 
use the notation ~(M) for FOO(TM). In a chart (Ui, ¢i), vector fields can be identified with 
smooth maps Xi: E _D ¢i(Ui) -+ E, given by 
Xi := pr2 o T¢i o X o ¢~-1: ¢~-1(Ui) _+ Ui -+ TUi TM Ui x E --+ E. 
Similarly, sections of an arbitrary vector bundle are locally represented by smooth maps 
~i: ¢i-l(Ui) -+ F. 
For a vector field X : M -+ TM and a smooth function f : M --+ K, recall that 
dr: TM --+ K is smooth and hence we can define a smooth function Lx f  by Lx f  := dfoX. 
Then we have the Leibniz rule: Lx(fg) = d(fg) o X = (fdg + gdf) o X = gLxf  + fLxg. 
Thus X ~+ Lx is a K-linear map into the space of derivations of Coo(M) := Coo(M, K). 
Remark  8.1 The map 
X(M) --+ Der(Coo(M)), X ~-~ Lx (28) 
will in general neither be injective nor surjective, not even locally; it therefore cannot be 
used to define the Lie algebra structure on X(M). 
Example  8.2 Given p • ]0, 1[, the map (28) fails to be injective i fM is a non-empty open 
subset of the real topological vector space LP(N), which does not have non-zero continuous 
linear functionals; in this case Coo(M) consists of locally constant functions only, whence 
Lx = 0 for all X • ~(M). 
Example 8.3 To see that the map (28) need not be surjective, we vary [45, La. 28.4]. Let 
M be a non-empty open subset of an infinite-dimensional real Hilbert space E. Then the 
closure of L(E, ~) V L(E, R) in the Banach space Ls2ym(E, N)b of continuous, symmetric 
bilinear forms on E is the proper subspace Ksym of compact symmetric bilinear forms 
(cf. [67], Theorem III.9.5 and III.9.2, Corollary 1). By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there 
is a non-zero continuous linear functional ,k • Ls2ym(E, R)~ vanishing on Ksym. Given 
f • Coo(M), the map d2f: M --+ Ls~ym(E, R)b is smooth, using that mappings between 
Banach spaces are smooth in the Michal-Bastiani sense if and only if they are smooth in 
the Frdchet sense [42]. Hence 
D: C°°(M) --+ Coo(M), D f  := Aod2f 
maps into C°°(M) indeed. The linear map D is a derivation since d2(fg)(x)(v,w) = 
f(x)d2g(x)(v,w) + g(x)d2f(x)(v,w) + df(x)(v)dg(x)(w) + df(x)(w)dg(x)(v) for x • M, 
v, w • E, where the sum of the final two terms corresponds to the element 2 dr(x) V dg(x) 
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of L(E,R) V L(E,~) C_ Ksym, and thus D(fg)(x) = A(d2(fg)(x)) = f(z)£(d2g(x)) + 
g(x)~(d2f(x)) = f(x)Dg(x) ÷ g(x)Df(x). There exists/~ e Ls2ym(E, R) such that A(~) 
0. Define fB(x) := ½f~(x,x) for x E M. Then Dry(x) = A(/3) ¢ 0 for all x C M. 
Hence D ¢ 0. Given X E ~(M), we either have X = 0 (whence Lx ~ D), or there 
exists x0 E M such that X(xo) ~ 0; we may assume that x0 ~ 0. Define a(v,w) := 
(V, Xo)(w,X(xo)) ÷ (W, Xo)(v,X(xo)) for v,w e E. Then a e Ksym and thus Df ,  = 
A(a) = 0, but (Lzf~)(Xo) = IIX(x0)l] 2 'llXoll 2 + (xo,X(xo)) 2 > 0 and thus Lx ¢ D also in 
this case. 
Theorem 8.4 There is a unique structure of a Lie algebra over N on •(M) such that for 
all X, Y E X(M) and (i, x) E S, 
IX, Yli(x) = dYi(x)Xi(x) - dXi(x)Y~(x). (29) 
Proof.  The uniqueness is clear. Let us show that, on the intersection of two chart 
domains, the bracket [X, Y] is independent of the choice of chart. To this end, assume that 
(i, x) ~ (j,y), i.e. y = Cj¢~-lx = ¢ji(x); then Xj(y) = dCji(x)Xi(x) or, considering now 
d¢ij as a function of two arguments, 
Xj  o C j i  = do f f  o (id, Xi). (30) 
We have to show that [X, Y]~, defined by (29), has the same transformation property under 
changes of charts. We abbreviate ¢ := Cji. By (30), we have Yj = de o (id, Y/) o ¢- i  and 
thus d~ = d(d¢ o (id, Yi) o ¢-1). Using this formula and (30), we get 
dYj(¢(x))Xj(¢(x)) = d(d¢ o (id, Y~) o ¢-l)(T¢(x,X~(x))) 
= d(d¢o (id, Yi))(x)Xi(x) 
= d2¢(x)(Xi(x),Y~(x)) + d¢(x)dY~(x)Xi(x). 
We exchange the roles of X and Y and take the difference of the two equations thus 
obtained: we get, using Schwarz' lemma (Lemma 4.6), 
dYj( ¢(x) )Xj( ¢(x) ) - dXj(¢(x) Yj(C(x) = d¢(x)(dY~(x)Xi(x) - dXdx)Y~(x) ) 
which had to be shown. Summing up, the bracket operation :~(M) x E(M) --+ E(M) is 
well-defined, and it clearly is N-bilinear and satisfies the identity [X, X] = 0. 
All that remains to be proved is the Jacobi identity. This is done by a direct compu- 
tation which involves only the chain rule and Schwarz' lemmm define a (chart dependent) 
"product" of Xi and Yi by 
(Xi. Y~)(x) := dY~(x)X~(x). 
Then, by a direct calculation, one shows that this product is a left symmetric or Vinberg 
algebra (cf. [43]): 
Xi  " (~ii " Z i )  - (X i  " Y i )  " Z i  = Yii " (X i  " Z i )  - (Y i  " X i )  " Z i .  
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But it is immediately verified that for every left symmetric algebra, the commutator 
[X~, Yi] = Xi" Y~ - Yi" Xi satisfies the Jacobi identity. [] 
The Lie bracket is natural in the following sense: assume ¢: M ~ N is a smooth map and 
X C :~(M), Y C :~(N). We say that the pair (X, Y) is C-related if 
Yo¢=T¢oX.  
Lemma 8.5 If (X, Y) and (X', Y') are C-related, then so is ([X, X'], []I, Y']). In particu- 
lar, the diffeomorphism gwup of M acts by automorphisms on the Lie algebra 2~(M). 
Proof.  This is the same calculation as the one after Eqn. (30). [] 
It easily follows from the definitions that the map X(M) -+ Der(C~(M)), X ~ Lx is a 
homomorphism of Lie algebras. 
9 Lie groups 
Manifolds with mult ipl ication. As before, we fix a C°-concept over E and consider 
smooth manifolds M (in general with atlas, if ]K is a ring, and with maximal atlas if K is 
a field). A product or multiplication map on M is a smooth binary map m: M × M --+ M, 
and homomorphisms of manifolds with multiplication are smooth maps that are compatible 
with the respective multiplication maps. (Note that the C°-concept enters explicitly via 
the manifold structure on the product M × M.) Left and right multiplication operators, 
defined by 4(Y) = m(x,y) = ry(x), are partial maps of m and hence smooth self-maps 
of M. Applying the tangent functor to this situation, we see that (TM, Tm) is again a 
manifold with multiplication, and tangent maps of homomorphisms are homomorphisms 
of the respective tangent spaces. The tangent map Tm is given by the formula 
T(~,y)m(5z, 5~) = T(~,y)m((5~, Oy)+ (0~, 5y)) = T~(ry)5~ +Ty(lx)5~. (31) 
Formula (31) is nothing but the rule on partial derivatives (3.8), written in the language 
of manifolds. In particular, (31) shows that the canonical projection and the zero section, 
~:TM-+ M, 5p~-+p, z :M-+ TM, p~+Op (32) 
are homomorphisms of manifolds with multiplication. We will always identify M with the 
subspace z(M) of TM. Then (31) implies that the operator of left multiplication by p = 0p 
in TM is nothing but T(lp) : TM -+ TM, and similarly for right multiplications. 
Lie groups. A Lie group is a smooth manifold G carrying a group structure such that 
the multiplication map m : G x G -+ G and the inversion map i : G -+ G are smooth. 
Homomorphisms of Lie groups are smooth group homomorphisms. Clearly, Lie groups and 
their homomorphisms form a category in which direct products exist. 
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Applying the tangent functor to the defining identities of the group structure (G, m, i, e), it 
is immediately seen that then (TG, Tm, Ti, OTto) is again a Lie group such that ~ : TG --+ G 
becomes a homomorphism of Lie groups and such that the zero section z: G -+ TG also is 
a homomorphism of Lie groups. 
The Lie functor.  A vector field X E :~(G) is called left invariant if, for all g e G, 
X olg = Tlgo X.  In particular, X (g) = X (Ig(e)  = TflgX (e); thus X is uniquely determined 
by the value X(e), and thus the map 
:~(C) la ~ T~G, X ~ X(e) (33) 
from the space of left-invariant vector fields into TeG is injective. It is also surjective: if 
v E T~G, then right multiplication with v in TG, Tr, : TG --+ TG preserves fibers (by 
(31)) and hence defines a vector field 
= Try o z: G -~ TG, g ~ Tgrv(Og) = Tm(g,v) = T~4(v ) (34) 
which is left invariant since right multiplications commute with left multiplications. Now, 
the space :~(G) ~G is a Lie subalgebra of •(M), as readily follows from Lemma 8.5 because 
X is left invariant if and only if the pair (X, X) is /g-related for all g E G. The space 
g := TeG with the Lie bracket defined by [v, w] := [~, ~]e is called the Lie algebra o/G. 
Theorem 9.1 The Lie bracket g × g -+ g is C °, and every Lie group homomorphism 
f : G --+ H induces a homomorphism T~f : 9 -~ 0 of C°-Lie algebras. 
Proof.  In order to prove the first statement, pick a chart ¢ : U ~ V of G such that 
¢(e) = 0. Since ~(x) = Tm(x, w) depends moothly on (x, w), it is represented in the 
chart by a smooth map (which again will be denoted by ~(x)). But this implies that 
[~, ~](x) = d((v)(x)~(x) - d(~)(x)(v(x) depends moothly on v, w and x and hence Iv, w] 
depends moothly on v, w. 
In order to prove the second statement, one first has to check that the pair of vector 
fields (@, (T~¢v)-) is f-related, and then one applies Lemma 7.2 in order to conclude that 
T~f[v, w] = [T~fv, T~fw]. [] 
The functor from Lie groups over K into C°-Lie algebras over [4 will be called the Lie 
functor (in a given C O concept over IK). At this point, the fundamental problem arises to 
describe the image of this functor: when can a C°-Lie algebra over ]K be integrated to a Lie 
group ? A similar problem arises in the context of symmetric spaces (see below). A more 
conceptual version of the Lie functor (also for symmetric spaces) is described in [10]. In 
[36] the basic theory of infinite dimensional Lie groups over topological fields is developed; 
see Section 13 for a list of the main examples. 
Symmetr ic  spaces. A symmetric space over K is a smooth manifold with a multiplication 
map m : M × M --+ M such that, for all x, y, z E M, 
(M1) re(z, z) = x 
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(M2) m(x, re(x, y)) = y, i.e. l~ = idM, 
(M3) m(x, re(y, z)) = m(m(x, y), m(x, z)), i.e. l~ • Aut(M, m), 
(M4) T~(4)=--idT~M. 
The left multiplication operator 4 is, by (M1)-(M3), an automorphism of order two fixing 
x; it is called the symmetry around x and is usually denoted by a~. In the finite dimensional 
case over K = R, (M4) implies by the implicit function theorem that x is an isolated fixed 
point of ax and hence our definition contains the one from [49] as a special case. 
The theory of symmetric spaces will be developed in [10] and in [11]: in analogy with 
the Lie functor for Lie groups, following the approach from [49], one can define a Lie 
functor for symmetric spaces associating to a symmetric space with base point a C°-Lie 
triple system. Examples (based on Jordan theory) are given in [11] and [12]. For a good 
theory of symmetric spaces, one has to assume that 2 is invertible in K 
Part I Ih Differential Calculus over Topological Fields 
In Parts III and IV, we focus on the case where K is a Hausdorff, non-discrete topological 
field, where ~A is the class of all Hausdorff topological K-vector spaces, C°-maps are the 
continuous maps, and where the product opology is used on products. 
All topological spaces are assumed Hausdorff now. Topological fields are assumed Haus- 
dorff and non-discrete. The term "ultrametric field" refers to a field ]K, equipped with a 
non-trivial ultrametric absolute value H: K -+ [0, oc[. Totally disconnected, non-discrete 
locally compact opological fields will be referred to as "local fields." 
The goal of Part III is to provide specific results concerning the differential calculus over 
topological fields. The main result, prepared in Sections 10 and 11, is the following theo- 
rem, to be proved in Section 12: 
Theorem. Let (]K, H) be either ~, equipped with the usual absolute value, or an ultrametric 
field. Let E and F be topological ]K-vector spaces and f:  U ~ F be a mapping, defined on 
a non-empty open subset U C_ E. Let k C No. If E is metrizable, then f is of class C~ 
if and only if the composition f o c : ]K k+l -+ F is of class C k, for every smooth mapping 
c: K k+l ~ U. 
This theorem substantially simplifies differential calculus on metrizable topological vector 
spaces. Note that neither E nor F need to be locally convex here (for the real locally 
convex case, compare [44]). 
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10 Basic results 
In this section, we prove various basic facts of differential calculus over topological fields. 
We also prove some more specific results, which are the basis for the considerations in
Sections 11 and 12. 
Various useful facts 
Lemma 10.1 Suppose that E and F are topological K-vector spaces, U an open subset 
of E, and f :  U ~ F a mapping of class C k, where k E N0U{cx~}. Let Fo be a vector 
subspace o f f  containing the image of f .  If Fo is closed in F or if Fo is sequentially closed 
and K is metrizable, then the co-restriction fiFo : U -+ Fo is of class C k as a mapping 
into Fo. 
Proof.  We may assume that k E No; the proof is by induction on k. The case k = 0 is 
trivial. Now suppose the assertion holds for Ck-maps, where k E No, and let f :  U --+ F be 
a Ck+l-map such that f(U) C_ Fo. Then apparently f[ll(x, y, t) E F0 for all (x, y, t) E U [11 
such that t ~ 0. If (x, y, 0) E U [1], we find a net (resp., sequence if K is metrizable) (t~)~ 
in K × such that t~ --+ 0 in K and (x, y, t~) E U [1] for all a. Then the net (resp., sequence) 
(f[1](x, y, to))a of elements of F0 converges to fill(x, y, 0), entailing that fill(x, y, 0) E F0. 
We readily deduce that imf  [~] C_ F0, whence ft Fo is of class C ~, with (fiFo)[if = f[1]iF0, 
which is a Ck-map by the induction hypothesis. Hence fiFo is C k+l (Remark 4.2). [] 
Lemma 10.2 Suppose that E is a topological N-vector space, (Fi)iex a family of topological 
E-vector spaces, U C_ E an open subset, and f : U -+ P a mapping, where P := I-iiex Fi, 
with canonical projections pri: P -+ Fi. Let k E No U {c~}. Then f is of class C k if and 
only if pri o f is of class C k for each i E I. 
Proof.  We may assume that k E No; the proof is a by trivial induction on k, which we 
leave to the reader (cf. 3.7 and Lemma 4.4). [] 
Lemma 10.3 Suppose that E is a topological K-vector space, ( (Fi)ie1, (¢ij)i<_j) a projective 
system of topological K-vector spaces Fi and continuous E-linear maps Cq : Fj -+ F~ (where 
I is a directed set), U C_ E an open subset, and f :  U -+ F a mapping~ where F = lira Fi, 
+'--iEI 
with limit maps ~i : F -+ Fi. Let k E No U {c~}. Then f is of class C k if and only if ~i o f 
is of class C k for each i E I. 
Proof.  Each ~ri being a continuous linear map and thus smooth, ~ri o f is of class C k if f 
is of class C k (Proposition 4.5). Now suppose that ~ri o f is of class C ~ for each i E I. We 
may assume that F is realized as a closed vector subspace of P := 1-Iier Fi, and ~ri := pri[F 
(where pri : P -+ Fi is the corresponding canonical projection). By Lemma 10.2, f is of 
class C k as a mapping into P, and thus f is C ~ also as a map into F, by Lemma 10.1. [] 
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Lemma 10.4 Let E and F be topological K-vector spaces, N be a closed vector subspace 
of E, and q: E --4 E /N  =: E1 be the quotient map. Let k E No U {oo}, and .[1 : U1 --9 F 
be a mapping, defined on an open subset U1 C El. Let U c_ E be an open subset such that 
q(U) = U1. Then fl  is of class C k if and only if f := fl o ql~l: V --+ F i8 of class C k. 
Proof .  The continuous linear map q being smooth, f will be of class C k if so is fl 
(Proposition 4.5). For the converse direction, we may assume that k E No; the proof is by 
induction. 
The case k = O. The mapping qluv ~U~"  --4 U1 is a continuous open surjection and thus a 
quotient map. Hence, if f = fl o qlv is continuous, then so is fl. 
Induction step. Suppose that the assertion holds for some k C No, and suppose that 
f = fl o ql v~ is of class C k+l. Then, by induction, fl is a mapping of class C k, entailing 
that also 
fll[: U]I[ --+ F, fll[(x',y',t) := ~ (f1(x' + ty') - fl(x')) 
is a mapping of class C k, where U] 1[ := ((x',y' ,t)  e U~I]: t -fi 0). Next, suppose that 
(x,y,t) e U [1] =: W and (u,v,t) e W such that q(x) = q(u) and q(y) = q(v). If t ¢ 0, 
then 
ftl](x, y, t) = ~(f(x + ty) - f (x))  = l ( f l (q(x + ty)) - fl(q(x))) = f[1](u, v, t). 
If t = 0, we pick a net (t~)o in K × converging to 0 in ]K such that (x, y, t~), (u, v, to) E W for 
all a, and deduce from the preceding that f[~] (x, y, t) =lira f[~] (x, y, to) =lira f[~] (u, v, to) = 
f[1](u, v, O). By the preceding, the mapping g := f[1]: W ~ F factors over the open 
continuous urjection (and thus quotient map) p := (q x q × idK)lw ~, where W1 := (q × 
q × ida) (W) C_ E1 x E1 × K Thus, there is a mapping 91 : W1 --+ F such that g~ o p = g. 
Note that gl is of class C k, by induction. It is easy to see that U~ x] = U~ 1[ U W1 and 
fll[lulltnw~ = 9~]~]~inw ~. Thus h:  U[ 1] --+ F, defined via hlulq := f~l[ hlw~ := gl, is 
a mapping of class C k. As h(x',y',t) = f~l[(z',y',t) = ~(fl(x' + ty') - f l(x')) for all 
(x', y', t) E UI ~[, we see that f~ is of class C ~, with fl~] = h. The mapping h being of 
class C k, we deduce with Remark 4.2 that fl is of class C k+l. [] 
Specif ic results for later use 
We now make a number of observations of a more specialized nature, which are vital for 
the following sections. 
The first lemma generalizes [69], Lemma 29.7. 
Lamina 10.5 Let E be a topological K:vector space, U C_ ]K be a non-empty, open subset, 
n E N, and f :  U--9 E be aCe- l -map. Let A := {(x ,x , . . . , x )  E Un+l :x  E U} be the 
diagonal of U ~+1. Then there exists a continuous function h : U ~+1 \ A --4 E extending 
f > n < .  
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Proof.  By Proposition 6.9, f is a C~-h~-map. Now copy [69], proof of Lemma 29.7. [] 
Lemma 10.6 Let X be a metrizable topological space, Y be a regular topological space, and 
f : D ~ Y be a continuous mapping, defined on a dense subset D C X.  If lin~_~¢~ f(x~) 
exists for all sequences (X~)neN in D which converge in X,  then f extends to a continuous 
mapping f :  X ~ Y. 
Proof.  Suppose that x E X \ D. If (xn)~eN and (Yn)~eN are sequences in D which con- 
verge to x, then so does xl, yl, x2, Y2,..., whence the sequence f (xl) ,  f(Yl), f(x2), f(Y2),.. .  
converges to some limit p by hypothesis. Then limn-~oo f(x~) = lirn~_~oo f(Yn) = P. As a 
consequence, g(x) := lim~-~oo f(xn) is well-defined, independent of the choice of sequence 
(x~)~eN converging to x. Set g(y) := f(y) for y E D. Then clearly g: D tA {x} ~ Y is 
continuous. The assertion is therefore a special case of [23], Exerc. 3.2. B (see also [22]). [] 
Lemma 10.7 Let ]K be a metrizable, non-discrete topological.field, U C_ K be a non-empty 
open subset, E be a topological E-vector space, and f:  U -+ E be a map. Let n E N. If f is 
continuous and the limit limk_~ f>n<(X~) exists for all sequences (xk)keN in U >n< which 
converge in U ~+1, then f is a C~h-ma p (and thus of class C~). 
Proof.  Since f is continuous, a simple induction shows that f>m< is a continuous map, 
for all m E No. In particular, f>~< : U >n< -+ E is continuous. Since U >~< is dense in 
U ~+1 and E, like any topological group, is regular as a topological space, in view of the 
hypotheses we can apply Lemma 10.6 and obtain a continuous extension f<~> : U a+l ~ E 
of f>n<. Thus f is a C~ch-ma p and hence of class C~ (Proposition 6.9). [] 
In this connection, we shall find the following topological fact very useful: 
Lemma 10.8 Suppose that X is a metrizable topological space, Y a topological space, and 
f : S -+ Y a map, defined on some subset S of X.  Let x E S be in the closure of S. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The limit limn-,~o f(x~) exists, for every sequence (xn)neN in S which converges to x. 
(b) For every pair of sequences (xn)neN and (Yn)~eN in S which converge to x, there exist 
subsequences (x~)~N, resp., (~m~)~ such that f(x~,), I(Y,~I), f (x~),  f(ym:), . . is 
a convergent sequence in Y. 
Proof.  (a)~(b): Supposing that (a) holds, let (x~)n~N and (Yn)neN be sequences in S 
which converge to x. Then also the sequence xl, yl, x2, y2,.., converges to x, and hence 
f(xl), f(yl), f(x2), f(yn), ... converges in Y, by (a). Thus (a) entails (b). 
(b)=>(a): Supposing that (b) holds, let (x~),~eN be a sequence in S which converges 
to x. Then (b), applied with (Y~),~eN = (x~)neN, entails that (f(xn))neN has a convergent 
subsequence (f(x~k))k~N , with limit p, say. If the sequence (f(xn))~e N did not converge 
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to p, then we could find a neighbourhood U c_ Y of p and a subsequence (xmk)keN of 
(Xn)neN such that f(x,~k) ~_ U for all k E N. By the argument used before, we then find 
a subsequence (xmkj)jeN of (X,~)keN such that f (z j )  converges in Y as j --+ oc, where we 
abbreviated zj := x,nkj. Let q := limj-~oo f(zj). Then q -fi p, since f(z j)  ¢_ U for all j .  
However, by (b), we can find subsequences of (f(x~))keN and of (f(zj))jeN which converge 
to the same limit. Thus p = q, and we have reached a contradiction. [] 
11 Cont inu i ty  versus  cont inu i ty  a long  curves  
The following discussions were inspired by the fact that the topology on a metrizable, real 
locally convex space E is final with respect o the set C°°(R, E) of smooth curves ([45], 
Theorem 4.11). In this section, we prove an analogous result for metrizable topological 
vector spaces over ultrametric fields. Furthermore, in the real case, we are able to remove 
the hypothesis of local convexity. 
Lemma 11.1 (Specia l  Curve  Lemma:  U l t rametr i c  Case) Let K be an ultrametric 
field, and 0 # p E K be an element of absolute value IPl < 1. Let E be a metrizable 
topological E-vector space, and U C_ E be an open subset. Let x ~ U, and suppose that 
(x~)ner~ and (Y~)~eN are sequences in U which converge to x. Then there exist8 an injective, 
monotonically increasing mapping m : N ~ N, k ~-~ mk and a smooth curve c : K -~ U, 
with the following properties: 
(a) c(p k) = xm~ for all k e 2N - 1, and c(p k) = Ymk for all k e 2N; 
(b) c(0) = x; 
(c) c]E× is locally constant; 
(d) :1 t, s e K such that Itl = H, then c(t) = c(s); 
(e) ~(K ×) = (~(p~): k e N}. 
Note that if (x~)neN = (Yn)~eN in particular, then (c(pk))keN is a subsequence of (xn)~eN. 
Proof .  Without loss of generality, we may assume that x = 0 E U (the general case 
follows via translations). Let O := {t e K : It] < 1) be the valuation ring of K, which 
is an open, closed subset of K. We recall that a zero-neighbourhood V C_ E is called 
balanced if OV C V. Since E is a metrizable topological K-vector space, there exists a 
sequence (Wn)~er~ of balanced, open zero-neighbourhoods such that {W~ : n E N} is a 
basis for the filter of zero-neighbourhoods in E, and furthermore W~ C_ U for all n E N, 
W~ + W~ C_ Wn-1 if n >_ 2, and p-2~W~ c W~-I. 
We pick ml E N such that xml ~ Wx and yml E W1. This is possible since lirr~-,oo x~ = 
l im~o~ Yn = 0. Inductively, having defined natural numbers ml < m2 < . . .  <mk for 
some k E N such that x~j E Wj and y,~ E Wj for all j E {1,. . .  , k}, we pick mk+l E N 
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such that mk+l >mk and such that xmk+~ E Wk+l and ym~+x E Wk+l. In this way, we 
obtain a monotonically increasing, injective mapping m:  N --+ N, k ~ mk such that, for 
all k E N, we have x,~ k E Wk and Ymk E Wk. 
Note that Uk := pkO\pk+lO = {t E K :  Ipl k+l < Itl < Ipl k} is an open and closed 
subset of K for each k E N, and 
po = {0} u Uk~N U~, 
where the union is disjoint. We define c: K --+ U via 
0 if t = 0; 
c(t) := Xmk if t E Uk and k E 2N - 1; 
Ymk if t E Uk and k E 2N; 
x,~ if Itl > Ipl. 
Then c is constant on each of the open sets Uk and also on K \  pO, entailing that c[~× 
is locally constant and thus a mapping of class C~.  Furthermore, e satisfies (a)-(e) by 
construction. It only remains to show that c is smooth. Given r E ]0, oo[, there exists a 
unique number u(r) E Z such that Ipl "(~)+1 < r < Ipl ~(~). 
C la im.  For each n E No, the following holds: 
(i) e is of class C~. 
(ii) We have c>n<(t) E W~(lltll~)_2n , for all 0 :fi t = ( t l , . . .  ,tn+l) E K >n< C_C_. K n+l of 
supremum norm Iltll~ <_ IPl 4~+1 (meaning that v(iltll~) ___ 4n + 1). 
(iii) I fn > 1 and t = (tl . . . .  ,tn+l) E K >n< such that It~l = It21 . . . . .  It,+~l, then 
c >'~< (t) = 0. 
The proof is by induction on n E No. To prove the case n = 0, suppose that 0 # t E K >°< = 
K such that Itl ___ Ipl and thus v(Itl) _> 1. Then t E U~(Itl) and thus, by definition of c, we 
have c>°<(t) = c(t) E {x,@),y~(itl) } C_ W~(iti) , showing that (ii) holds. Since ~'(Itl) ~ 
as t --+ 0 and the WSs form a descending fundamental sequence of zero-neighbourhoods, 
we deduce that c(t) --+ 0 = c(0) as t --+ 0. Thus c is continuous at 0 and thus continuous 
(being smooth on K ×). Thus c is a C°-map, establishing (i). 
Induction step. Suppose that the claim holds for some n E No. Let t = (tl,t2,... ,t,+2) E 
K >n+l<. Then t # 0. If Itll = It21 . . . . .  It.+21, then 
c>~+l<(t) = c>~<(tl, t3 , . . . ,  t,+~) - c>-<(t2, t3 , . . . ,  t,+~) = 0, 
tl -- t2 
using that c>~<(tl,t3, ... ,tn+2) = c>~<(t2,t3 . . . .  ,t~+2) by (d) in the case n = 0, resp., by 
(iii) for the map c >~< if n ___ 1 (valid by the induction hypothesis). Thus (iii) also holds 
for C >n÷l< . 
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To see that (ii) holds for c >n+l<, let t = ( t l , . . . , tn+2)  e K >n+l< such that Iltll~ _< 
Ip] a(~+l)+~. If Itll = It2[ . . . . .  It,+2l, then c>"+l<(t) = 0 e Wdlltiloo)_2(,~+l ). It remains to 
consider the case when not all absolute values ]til are equal. Since c >n+l< is symmetric in its 
n + 2 variables, we may assume that Itl] = ]ltl[oo and [tiI > It2] without loss of generality. 
Then it1 - t21 -- ]til = IItHoo and thus, abbreviating r := ( t l , t3 , . . .  ,tn+2) E K >n< and 
8 := (t2, t3 , . . . ,  tn+2) e K >~<, we have HrHo¢, [Is][oo _< [[t[[oo _< ]pl a(~+1)+1 _<[p[4n+l, whence 
c>~<(r) E Wdllrlloo)-2n C_ Wdlttlloo)_2n by the induction hypothesis and similarly 5c>~<(s) E
Wdlltlloo)_2~. Thus 
1 
c>.+i<( t  ) = - e - - .  + ) 
tl -- t2 tl -- t2 
I p v(lltll°°)+l . p_(U(llt]],,o)+l ) . Wv(i]tlloo)_2n_l 
c t~ - t-----~ W~('1~1/°¢1-~"-1 = t i  - t-------~- 
P -(u(l]tlb°)+i) " Wu(lltlloo)-2n-i 
_ Wu(lltlloo)-2n-2 = WL,(l]tll~)_2(n+l ) . 
Here, the penultimate inclusion holds since Wu(lltlloo)-2n-1 is balanced and ta - t2  = 
[pldiltll~)+l ]pl~(tltll~)+a 
[tl-t2[ = Iltll~ <_ 1. To see that the final inclusion holds, abbreviate N := 
KIItllo~) - 2n - 1. Then 
N _> 4(n+ 1) + 1 -  2n-  1 = 2n+ 4 (35) 
by choice of t. Furthermore, u([[t[[oo ) + 1 = N + 2n + 2 _< 2N, using (35). Thus 
fl -(u(Htl[°¢)+i) • Wv(][t[]~)-2n-1 = P -(v(t[t[[~)+l) " WN C p-2N . WN C_ WN-1 = Wv(HtI[~c)-2n-2, 
as asserted. Thus (ii) is established for c >n+i<. 
As c is of class C~ by induction, there exists a continuous map h : K ~+2 \ A --+ E 
extending c>~+1<, where A := {(t , t , . . .  ,t) E K ~+2 : t E K} (see Lemma 10.5). On 
the other hand, as 9 := c]K× is smooth, the map g>~+i< extends to a continuous map 
g<~+]> : (K x )~+2 _+ E. We define a mapping c<'~+1> : K n+2 --+ E via 
h(t) if teK  ~+2\A  
c<~+l>(t) := g<~+l>(t) if t E (K×) ~+2 
0 if t = (0 ,0 , . . . ,0 )  
for t E K n+2. To see that c <n+l> is well-defined, note that D := (K ×)>n+l< is a dense 
subset of IK ~+2 and hence also of the open subset V := (K ×)n+2 N (K ~+2 \ A) of K ~+2, 
which is the intersection f the domains of definition of h and g<~+l>. Since g<~+l>ID =
g>n+l< = C>~+I<[D = hiD, the continuity of 9<~+1> and h entails that g<~+l>lv = hlv. 
Thus c <~+1> is well-defined. 
5If n = 0, it may happen that s = 0. In this case, we cannot use the induction hypothesis, but observe 
directly that c>°<(s) = c>°<(0) = c(0) = 0 E WKIItll~)_2n. 
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Note that E n+2 is a metrizable topological space and E, being a topological vector space, 
is a regular topological space. Since c<~+l>l(K×)~+2 = g<n+l> and c<n+l>lK~+2 V, = h are 
continuous, D is dense in K ~+2, and (K ×)~+2 U (~+2\  A) = K~+2\ {0}, Lemma 10.6 
shows that c <n+l> will be continuous if we can show that c<n+l>(tj) -+ e<~+l>(0) = 0 
in E, for every sequence (tj)jeN in D --- (K×) >n+l< C K n+2 converging to 0 in K a+2. But 
this readily follows from (ii). In fact, given a zero-neighbourhood Q in E, there exists g E N 
such that W~ C Q. There is j0 E N such that Iitjlloo _< Ipl 4(n+1)+1 and Iitjl]oo _< Ipl ~+2(~+1) 
(and thus p(lItjlloo ) - 2(n + 1) > g) for all j E N such that j _> J0- For any such j, (ii) gives 
c>~+l<(tj) E Wv(llt~l[o~)-2(~+l) C_ Wl C_ Q. Thus c<~+l>(tj) = c>'~+l<(tj) -+ 0 as j -+ oc 
indeed. Thus c <"+1> is continuous and thus c is of class C~ +1 (see Proposition 6.9). This 
completes the inductive proof of the claim. The claim being true, c is smooth. [] 
We can also create smooth curves in metrizable real topological vector spaces (which need 
not be locally convex). Compare [25, Proposition 4.2.15] and [45, p. 18] for closely related 
results for real locally convex spaces. 
Lemma 11.2 (Special Curve Lemma: Real Case) Let E be a metrizable topological 
real vector space and U C_ E be an open subset. Let x E U, and suppose that (x~),~eN 
and (Y~)~eN are sequences in U which converge to x. Let p E ]O, 1[. Then there exists 
an injective, monotonically increasing mapping m: N --~ N, k ~-+ mk and a smooth curve 
c: 1~ -+ U, with the following properties: 
(a) c(p k) = Xm~ for all k E 2N - 1, and c(p k) = Ymk for all k E 2N; 
(b) c(0) = x; 
(c) c(t) = c(-t)  for all t E R; 
(d) c([p = conv{c(p + ), is the line segment joining c(p and c(p in E, 
for all k E N; 
(e) cl[p,oo [ is constant. 
Proof.  Without loss of generality, x = 0 E U. There exists a E 1~ such that p~ < 1 - p. We 
choose a descending sequence (Wn)ueNo of open, balanced zero-neighbourhoods W~C_ U 
of E such that {W~: n E No} is a basis of zero-neighbourhoods, Wn + W~ C_ W~-I for all 
n E N, and p-(~+l+~)~W~ C_ Wn-1. Then p-2~W~ C_ W~-I, using that Wn is balanced and 
n + 1 + a >_ 2. We now define an injective, monotonically increasing function m : N --+ N, 
k ~ mk as described in the proof of Lemma 11.1. Given k E N, we define zk := xmk if k 
is odd, Zk := Y,~k if k is even. Fix c E ]0, ½[. We pick a smooth, monotonically increasing 
function T : R --4 R such that ~'I]-oo,d = 0 and T[[~-~,oo[ = 1. We define c(0) := 0 and 
c(t) := xm~ for t E ]p, oo[. Given t E ]0, p[, there is a unique k E N such that p~+l < t _< p~; 
we define c(t) as the convex combination 
( ( t - -~k+l ) )  ( t-- P k+ 1 ) 
c(t)= zkeW +i+w c_w _ cu. 
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Finally, set c(t) := c(-t) for t < 0. We have defined a function c: ~ ~ U. It is clear that c 
is smooth on ] -  0% -p [  and ]p, ec[, and also on some open neighbourhood of - /and  on 
some open neighbourhood of p~, for each k E N (since c is constant here). Furthermore, 
c is smooth on ]pk+l, pk[ and ] -pk  _pk+l[ for each k 6 N, thanks to the smoothness of 7-. 
As a consequence, cl~× is smooth. F~rthermore, c satisfies (a)-(e) by construction. It only 
remains to show that c is smooth on all of R. 
To this end, we observe first that c is constantly zk on [pk _ s(pk _ pk+l), pk +~(pk-1 _ pk)], 
entail ing that (36) describes c(t) for a given k G N not only for t 6 ]pk+l, pk], but actually 
for all t E [pk+l _ Epk+l(1 _ fl),pk + 8ilk-l(1 _ p)]. 
Given n C N, there exists Cn E [0, oo[ such that 
icln+1 (37) l~<">(t)l  < c~ and I(1 - 7)<">(t) l  ___ C .  for all t C [-Ep, 1 + ~ j , 
the set [ -cp,  1 + ~c ~+1 being compact. 
Next, given k E N, consider the affine-linear bijection ak : R ~ R, ak(t) = ~ For p~(1-p)" 
n E No, let ak,n: R >~< -+ ~>"< be the map ( t i , . . .  ,tn+i) ~ (ak(t i ) , . . . ,  O~k(tn-F1)). Then 
(.;oak)>l<(t,,t2) = (7oak)(tl) - (Toak)(t2) _ 1 T(O~k(tl) --T(Olk(t2) 
tl - t2 pk(1 - p) ak(tl) - ak(t2) 
for (tl, t2) 6 IR >1< and thus (7 oak)  >1< = (pk(1 -- p ) ) - i .  (7>1< o a~,l). A trivial induction 
shows that (T oak)  >~< = (pk(1 -- p))-n . (7>~< oak , , )  for all n E No, and similarly 
((1 - T) o ak) >~< = (pk(1 -- p))-~((1 -- ~-)>"< o ak,~). As a consequence, for all n e No and 
t=  (t i , . . . , tn+i)G [p~+l_ ¢pk+,(1_  p),pk+ ~pk- i (1_  p)]n+z N]R>n< we have 
e>~<(t)  = ( ( i  - 7) o ak)>n<(t )  . zk+, + (7 o ak)>=<(t )  " zk 
E (pk(l - p))-n[-Cn,CrL].Zk+l -~ (pk(Z - p))-n[--Cn, C=]'Zk 
_ (pk(1 - p))-nC, Wk+i + (pk(1 - p))-"C,W~ 
_C_ (p~(1 - p))-nCnWk_l. (38) 
A very similar argument shows that this conclusion is also valid for all t = ( t l , . . .  , t~+~) 
( _ [pk+l  _ ~pk+L(1 _ p), pk + Ep~- ' (1  -- p ) ]n+l )  (-] ~>n<. 
Given r E ]0, oo[, there is a unique u(r) E Z such that p~(r)+i < r < p,(r). We claim: 
C la im.  For each n E No, the following holds: 
(i) c is of class C~. 
(ii) There exists Ln > 0 such that, for all 0 -~ t = ( t l , . . .  , tn+~) 6 R >~< of supremum 
norm [[t[[o~  f14n+2, we have c>n<(t) E Ln ' W~(iltHo~)-2n-1. 
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The proof is by induction on n C No. To prove the case n = 0, suppose that 0 ¢ t E 
K >°< = K such that [t[ _< p2. Set k : -  u([t[) > 2. Then t e]pk+l,p k] U [_pk,_pk+l[  and 
thus c>°<(t) = c(t) e Wk-1 = Wk-2.o-1 (see (36)), showing that (ii) holds with L0 := 1. 
Since u([tl) ~ oo as t ~ 0 and the Wj's (for j E ~ form a descending fundamental 
sequence of zero-neighbourhoods, we deduce that c(t) --+ 0 = c(0) as t ~ 0. Thus c is 
continuous at 0 and thus continuous. We have shown that c is a C°-map: (i) is established. 
Induction step. Suppose that the claim holds for some n E No. Let t = (tl,t2,...  ,tn+2) E 
R >~+1< such that []t[Ioo < p4n+6. Then t ¢ 0. We abbreviate k := u([It][~). There are two 
cases. First, suppose that 
{h,. . . , t~+2} C [pk+l--cpk+l(1--p),pk] or (39) 
{ t l , . . .  ,t,+2} C_ _[pk+l _ Cpk+l ( l _  p),pk] 
holds. Then c>~+l<(t) G (pk(1--p))-(~+l)c~+lWk-1 C_ p-(k+a)(n+l)C~+lWk_ 1 by (38). Note 
that n+l  _< k -1  here since k _> 4n+6. Hence p-(k+~)(~+l)Wk_l C_ p-((k-1)+~+l)(k-1)Wk_ 1 C 
Wk-2 C Wk-2(n+l)-l, whence indeed (ii) holds, provided we choose L~+I _> C~+1. 
If, on the other hand, (39) is not satisfied, then there exist i, j E {1 , . . . ,  n + 2} such 
that i -~ j and ]ti - tjl > cp k+1 • (1 - p). Since c >~+~< is symmetric in its n + 2 variables, 
we may assume that i = 1 and j = 2. Abbreviate r := ( t l , ta , . . .  ,t~+2) G R >~< and 
s := (t2, ta , . . . ,  t~+2) G ~>n<. Then Hr[l~, Hs[Io~ ~ Ht[[~ _ p4~+6 <: p4~+2 and hence 6
c >~< ( r )  - c >~<(~)  
c>~+l<(t) = 
tl  - -  t2 
1 
L~ 
C_ tl - (Wk-2~-i + Wk-2~-t) _C tt _ Wk-~-2 
Ln L~ Wk_2n_2_ 1 Ln _c E(~--~p-(~+~)Wk_~_2 C_ c(1 - p-------) = ~(1 2 p)W~_~(~+~)_~. 
To see that the final inclusion holds, note that k + 1 < 2(k - 2n - 2) because k = 
v(l[t]loo ) _> 4n + 6. Hence p-(~+~)W~_~_~ C_ p-~(~-~-e)W~_~_e C W~_e~_~_I by choice of 
the fundamental sequence of balanced zero-neighbourhoods. 
Thus, in both possible cases, (ii) holds for c >~+1< if we define L~+~ := max{C~+l, ~}.  
Using (ii) and the induction hypothesis that  c is of class C~, we now see as in the ultrametric 
case (proof of Lemma 11.1) that c >n+~< extends to a continuous mapping R n+~ -+ E, 
whence c is of class C~ +1. 
Thus the claim is established. Consequently, c is smooth. The proof is complete. [2 
6If n = 0 and s = 0, pass directly to the third line. 
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Theorem 11.3 Let (K, ].]) be either R, equipped with the usual absolute value, or an 
arbitrary ultrametric field. Let E be a metrizablc topological K-vector space and let U C_ E 
be a non-empty open subset. Then we have: 
(a) The given topology on U (induced by E) is the final topology with respect o the set 
Coo(K, U) := Coo(K, E) n U • of smooth curves c: ]K -~ U. 
(b) A mapping f :  U --+ Z from U to a topological space Z is continuous if and only if 
f o c: K -+ Z is continuous for each smooth curve c: ]K --+ U. 
Proof .  Let O be the given topology on U, and (_9f be the final topology on U with respect 
to the set C°°(K, U). Every smooth curve c: K -+ U being continuous, we have O C Of. 
The converse inclusion 01 C_ 0 (and thus the validity of (a)) will follow if we can prove (b) 
(as we may take Z = (U, Oi) and f :  U --+ Z, x ~ x in particular). 
Thus, let f : U ~ Z be a map from U to a topological space Z. If f is continuous, then 
f o c is continuous for each c E C°°(K, U). Conversely, suppose that f o c is continuous 
for each c E Coo(K, U). Note that a sequence (zn),~eN in the topological space Z converges 
to z C Z if and only if every subsequence of (zn)neN has a subsequence which converges 
to z. Thus, U being metrizable, the map f will be continuous if we can show that every 
convergent sequence (xn)neN in U, with limit x, say, has a subsequence (x~k)keN such that 
(f(xn~))keN converges to f(x).  Now, given (x~)neN, the Special Curve Lemma 11.1 (resp., 
11.2) applied with (Y~)nes = (xn)~e~ provides a smooth curve c: K --~ U and an injective, 
monotonically increasing function N -+ N, k ~+ mk such that c(0) = x and c(p k) = xm~ 
for all k E N, for some element 0 # p E K such that [p[ < 1. Since f o c is continuous by 
hypothesis, and p~ -+ 0 in K, we deduce that f(xm~) = (f  o c)(p k) ~ (f  o c)(0) = f(x) as 
k -~ c~. Thus (Xm~)k~N is a subsequence of (xn)~eN such that f(xmk) ~ f(x)  as k ~ oo. 
In view of the above considerations, we conclude that f is continuous. [] 
Compare also [3] and [4] for related results in the real case. 
12 Test ing whether  f is C k via smooth  maps  on K k+l 
It is well-known that a mapping f : U --+ F on an open subset U of a real Fr~chet space E, 
with values in a Mackey complete locally convex real topological vector space F, is smooth 
if and only if it is smooth in the sense of convenient differential calculus, viz. f o c is smooth 
for every smooth curve c: R --+ U (cf. [45], Theorem 4.11 (1); if E is finite-dimensional 
and F = ~ this is a classical theorem by Boman [14]). In this section, we show that 
variants of this fact are valid for not necessarily locally convex topological vector spaces 
over E = R, and also for topological vector spaces over ultrametric fields K, when smooth 
curves K --+ U are replaced with smooth mappings Kk -+ U for suitable k E N. 
We start with some preparatory definitions and considerations. 
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12.1 Given a non-discrete topological field K, topological K-vector space E, and open 
subset U C_ E, we define U ]°[ := U, U 11[ := U [1] A (E x E x K ×), and inductively U ]k[ := 
(U]k-l[) [1] N (E [k-l] X E [k-1] X KX). If F is a topological K-vector space and f :  U --+ F a 
map, we define rio[ := f. Recursively, given k E N and having defined f]J[: U]J[ ~ F for 
j = 0,. . .  ,k - 1, we define f]k[: U]k[ ~ F via 
y, t):= ~(f]k-l[(x-4-ty) -- f]k-l[(X)) for all (x, y, t) E U ]k[ C E [k-I] X E [}-1] × K × . flk[(x, 
It is clear that U ]k[ is a dense, open subset of U [k] for each k E No. Furthermore, if f is 
continuous, then so is flk[ for each k E No. 
12.2 In the preceding situation, the map f is of class C~ (for k E No) if and only if f is 
continuous and fla[ extends to a continuous map g: U[ k] -~ F; in this case, g = fik]. 
[In fact, if f is C~, then g := f[k] is a continuous extension of f]k[, and the only such 
by density of U ]k[ in U [~]. The converse direction can be proved by induction on k. The 
case k = 0 is trivial. Now suppose that the assertion holds for k and suppose that fla+l[ 
has a continuous extension g : U [k+l] --+ F. Pick Xo E U ]k[. Then flk[(x) = flaI(xo) + 
f]k+l[(x0, x - Xo, 1) for all x E U ]k[ shows that the continuous map h : U [k] --+ F, h(x) := 
f]k[(Xo) + g(xo, x - Xo, 1) extends f]k[. By induction, f is C k with h = f[k]. Then (f[k])]l[ = 
gi(v[~l)11:, since both functions are continuous and coincide with f]k+l[ on the dense subset 
U ]k+l[ of their domain of definition. Hence f[~] is C 1 with (f[k])[1] = g, and thus f is C k+l 
with f[k+l] = (f[k])[1] = g. ] 
Lemma 12.3 Let E and F be topological vector spaces over a non-discrete topological 
field K and f :  U -+ F be a map, defined on an open subset U C_ E. Let m E N, n E No, 
and 7: V --4 U In] be a smooth map, defined on an open subset V C K m. Let D C_ V be a 
subset such that 7(D) C U M, and suppose that Xo C -D is a non-empty finite subset of the 
closure of D in V. Then there exists a smooth map F: W --+ U, defined on an open subset 
W C K m+=, an open neighbourhood Y of Xo in V, and a smooth map g: Y -+ W @ such 
that g(D M Y) C WIn[ and 
(Yx E D n Y) fM(7(x)) = (f o F)M(g(x)). 
Proof.  We prove the assertion for all n E No, by induction. 
The case n = 0 is trivial: we can take W := Y := V, F := 7, and g := idy. 
Induction step. Suppose that n E N, and suppose that the assertion of the lemma is correct 
i fn is replaced with n -  1. Let 7: V --+ U In], D, and X0 C_ D be as described in the lemma. 
According to E [~1 = E [~-1] x E in-l] X K, we have 7 = (71,72, 73) with smooth coordinate 
functions 71, 72, and "/3. For all x E D, we have 7(x) E UI=[ and therefore 71(x) E U ]=-1[, 
71(x) + 73(x)72(x) E U ]=-1[, and 73(x) E K × . Furthermore, by definition of fln[, 
1 
(Vx E D) fIn[(7(x)) = ~ (f]n-l[(71(x) + 73(x)72(x)) - f]n-l[(71(x))) • (40) 
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Define X1 := {(x,%(x)) : x e X0}U{(x,0) : x e X0} c V × ]K. There exists an 
open neighbourhood V~ of X1 in V × ]K such that ~(x, t) := 3"~(x) + t72(x) C U [~-~] for all 
(x, t) e V1. Then ~]: V1 --+ U [~-1] is smooth. We define 91 := ({(x, 0) :x  e D}U{(x, %(x)) : 
x E D}) M 1/1. Then ~(D1) C_ "fl(D) U {71(x) + %(x)72(x) : x C D} C_ U]~-I[ by the above 
observations. If x E X0 and (x~) is a net in D converging to x, then (xm0) E V1 and 
(x~,73(x~)) C V1 eventually (as V1 is an open neighbourhood of (x, 0) and (z, 73(x)), 
where 3'3 is continuous).__ Thus (xa,__ 0) E D1 and (___x~, %(x~)) E D1 eventually, entailing 
that (x, 0) e D1 and (x, 73(x)) e D1. Thus X1 _C D1. 
By the induction hypothesis, there exists an open subset W C ]K(~-l)+(m+~) = K~+m 
and smooth map F: W -~ U, an open neighbourhood Y1 of X1 in V1, and a smooth map 
h: Y1 -~ W In-l] such that h(D1 M ti1) ~ W ]~-1[ and 
(Vx e 91 M Y1) f ]n- l [ (~(X))  = ( f  o F)]~-I[(h(x)). (41) 
There exists an open neighbourhood Y C_ V of X0 such that Y × {0} C_ Y1 and {(x, %(x)) : 
x C Y} _C I/1. Then (x, 0) C D: and (x, 73(x)) C D1 for all x E Y M D and thus 
1 
fM(7(x)) - 73(x) (f]n-l[(zl(X'Ta(X))) - f]~-'[(~/(x,O))) 
_ 1 ((f o r)]~-l[(h(x, 3'a(x))) - (f o r)]~-lC(h(x, 0))) %(x) 
1 
- %(z) ((f ° r)]~-lE(h(x' 0) + %(x)%(x)- l (h(x,  %(x)) - h(x, 0))) 
- ( f  o r)l~-~E(h(x, 0))) 
= (f o r)l~E(h(z, 0), htII((x, 0), (0, 1), %(x)), %(x)), 
using (40) to obtain the first equality and (41) to obtain the second. Note that g: Y ~ W f~], 
g(x) := (h(x,0), h[1]((x, 0), (0, 1), %(x)), %(x)) actually maps into W [~], is smooth, and 
takes Y M D into W M. Furthermore, by the preceding fM(7(x)) = (f o r)]~[(g(x)) for all 
x c Y f~ D. Thus the assertion is established for f.  This completes the proof. [] 
We are now in the position to prove the theorem announced at the beginning of Part III. 
Theorem 12.4 Let (]K, I.]) be either ]~, equipped with the usual absolute value, or an 
arbitrary ultrametric field. Let E and F be topological ]K-vector spaces and f : U ~ F be 
a mapping, defined on a non-empty open subset U C_ E. If E is metrizable, then for each 
k C No, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) f is a mapping of class C~. 
(b) The composition f o c : K k+l ~ F is of class C k, for every smooth mapping c : 
]Kk+: __+ U. 
In particular, f is smooth if and only if f o c is smooth, for every k E N and every smooth 
map c: E k --+ U. 
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Proof .  By the Chain Rule, (a) implies (b). We prove that (b) implies (a) by induction on 
k e No. For k = 0, (b) entails (a) by Theorem 11.3. Thus, assume that k C N and assume 
that (b) implies (a) when k is replaced with k - 1. Let f :  g --+ F be a map satisfying (b). 
If c: K k -4 U is smooth, then so is Co : K k+l -4 U, Co(t1,... ,tk+l) := e(t l , . . .  ,tk), and 
thus f o Co is of class C A by (b). Since (f  o c)(ta,... , tk) = (f  o eo)(t l , . . . ,  tk, 0), we deduce 
that also f o c is of class C~, whence f is of class C k-1 by the induction hypothesis and 
thus continuous. Therefore f will be of class C k if we can show that f]k[ extends to a 
continuous map U [e] -4 F (see 12.2). In view of Lemmas 10.6 and 10.8, to obtain the 
continuous extension, we only need to prove the following claim: 
Claim. For every pair of convergent sequences (x~)~er~ and (Y~)~e~ in U ]k[ with the same 
limit, there are subsequences of (f]k[(xn) ~eN and (flk[(yn) ne~ converging to the same limit 
x E U [k]. 
To establish the claim, note first that by Lemma 11.1, resp., 11.2, there is a smooth curve 
q~: K -4 U [k] such that (7(p2j-1))jeN is a subsequence of (xn)neN and (7(p2j))jeN is a 
subsequence of (Y~)~eN, for a suitable element 0 -~ p E K such that [pl < 1. Applying 
Lemma 12.3 with m -- 1, D := {p/: j E N}, and X0 :-- {0), we find a smooth map 
F: W -4 U, defined on an open subset W C_ K TM, an open zero-neighbourhood Y in 
and a smooth map g: Y -4 W [k] such that g(D N Y) C_ W]k[ and 
f]k[(../(pj)) = (f  o F)]~[(g(pJ)) for all j _> J0, (42) 
where we have chosen J0 C 1~ so large that p~ E Y for all j > j0. Here f o F is of class C k. In 
fact, if z c W, there exists a smooth function Xz : K k+1 -4 W such that Xz(W) = w for all 
w in some open neighbourhood Wz C_ W of z. 7 Then F~ := F o Xz : Kk+l -4 U is a smooth 
mapping defined on all of K k+l, whence f o F~ is of class C k by hypothesis, and hence so 
is foF Iw  ~ = fOFz[W~. Being local lyC k, the map foF iso fc lassC  k. Now ( foF) [  k] 
being continuous, we observe that the right hand side of (42) converges to ( f  ¢ r)Ik](g(0)) 
as j ~ oc. The left hand side of (42) provides ubsequences of (f]k[(x~))~eN (for odd j)  
and (f]k[(y~))~e~ (for even j).  By the preceding, both of them converge to (f  o F)[k)(g(0)). 
Thus the claim is established, and the proof is complete. [5 
Compositions with smooth maps R k -4 E, for locally convex E and F, have been considered 
in [44], for similar purposes. Cf. also Souriau's theory of diffeological spaces [71], [51]. 
Remark  12.5 Let K be as before. Given a topological K-vector space E, let us write 
c~(E) for E, equipped with the final topology with respect o the set C°~(K, E) of smooth 
curves. For metrizable E, we have E -- c°~(E) by Theorem 11.3. If E and F are topo- 
logical K-vector spaces and U an open subset of c°°(E), let us call a mapping f :  U -4 F 
conveniently smooth or a c~-map if f o c is smooth, for every n E N and every smooth 
map c : K ~ -4 E with image in U. If K = R and F is locally convex, then f as before is 
7If ]K is an ultrametric field, simply define X(w) := w on some open and closed neighbourhood f z 
in K k+l which is contained in W, and define X(w) := z elsewhere. The real case is standard. 
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conveniently smooth in the sense just defined if and only if f o c is smooth for each smooth 
curve c: ~ ~ U, i.e., if and only if f is smooth in the usual sense of convenient differential 
calculus ([25], [45]), as a consequence of Boman's Theorem ([14], [45]) and Grothendieck's 
Theorem linking smoothness and weak smoothness. While Grothendieck's Theorem easily 
adapts to the case of local fields [36], it is not known yet whether an analogue of Bo- 
man's theorem holds over ultrametric fields (or at least local fields). For this reason, we 
cannot restrict attention to curves in the definition of c°%maps. In [36], the rudiments 
of a possible "ultrametric onvenient differential calculus" just sketched are used to es- 
tablish exponential laws for spaces of smooth maps on products of manifolds modelled on 
metrizable topological vector spaces over ultrametric fields. 
Part IV: Examples of Lie Groups over Topological 
Fields 
13 Some classes of examples 
In this section, we describe concrete examples of Lie groups over topological fields, to 
illustrate the abstract theory presented so far. As we shall see, all of the major construction 
principles for infinite-dimensional real or complex Lie groups carry over to more general 
topological fields. For proofs, the reader is referred to [36]. 
13.1 Linear Lie groups 
Paradigms of real or complex Lie groups are linear Lie groups, i.e., unit groups of unital 
Banach algebras (or other well-behaved topological algebras) and their Lie subgroups. If 
K is a general topological field, the right class of topological algebras to look at are the 
continuous inverse algebras (or CIAs), i.e., unital associative topological K-algebras A 
such that the group of units A × is open in A and such that the inversion map ~: A × -+ A, 
a ~ a -1 is continuous. Then L is smooth, and thus A × is a K-Lie group. For example, K is 
a CIA. If A is a CIA over ~ then so is the matrix algebra Mn(A), for each n E N. Every 
finite-dimensional unital associative ]K-algebra is a CIA when equipped with the canonical 
vector topology (~ ]Kd). If K is a compact opological space and A a CIA over ]K, then 
the algebra C(K, A) of continuous A-valued maps is a CIA, with respect to pointwise 
operations and the topology of uniform convergence. See [36] for further examples of CIAs 
over general topological fields ~ [28] for a detailed discussion of real and complex locally 
convex CIAs from the point of view of Lie theory. Further examples have been compiled 
in [37, 1.15]; cf. also [72]. 
13.2 Mapp ing  groups 
The second widely studied class of infinite-dimensional real Lie groups are the mapping 
groups, for example, loop groups C(S 1, G) and C°~(S 1, G), where S 1 is the unit circle and 
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G a finite-dimensional real Lie group ([55], [64]). 
The classical constructions of mapping roups can be generalized to a large extent to the 
case of Lie groups over topological fields. The following results can be obtained: 
Propos i t ion  13.1 (Groups of  cont inuous mappings)  Let X be a topological space, 
K C_ X a compact subset, N a topological field, and G a K-Lie group. Consider 
CK(X, G) := {7 e C(X, G): 7]X\K = 1}, 
the group of continuous G-valued maps supported in K (with pointwise group operations). 
Then there is a uniquely determined smooth manifold structure on CK(X, G) making it a 
K-Lie group, and such that 
CK(X, U) ~ CK(X, V) C_ CK(X, L(G)), 7 ~ ¢ o 7 
defines a chart of CK(X,G) around 1, for a chart ¢: G ~_ g -+ V g L(G) of G such that 
¢(1) = 0. Here CK(X,L(G)) carries the topology of uniform convergence, CK(X, U) := 
{TECK(X,G): im7 C_ V}, and eK(X, Y) := {T e CK(X,L(G)): ira7 c_ V}. [] 
In particular, C(K, G) = CK(K, G) is a K-Lie group for each K-Lie group G and compact 
topological space K. 
Proposition 13.2 (Groups of  differentiable mappings) Let K be a locally compact 
topological field, L a topological extension field of K, r E No U {~}, M a finite-dimensional 
Cr-manifold over K, K C M be a compact subset, and G an L-Lie group. Let C~(M, G) 
be the group of G-valued C~-mups 7 on M such that ~/IM\K • 1, with pointwise operations. 
Then there is a uniquely determined smooth L-manifold structure on C~K(M, G) making it 
an L-Lie group and such that 
CrK(M,U) ~ C~g(M, V) C_ C~K(M,L(G)), 7~ ¢o7  
defines a chart of C~K(M,G) around 1, for some chart ¢: G D U -+ V C_ L(G) of G such 
that ¢(1) = 0, using the natural vector topology on C~: ( M, L( G) ). 
If M is a-compact here, K ¢ C, and if the topology on L arises from an absolute value, 
then furthermore there is a natural L-Lie group structure on the "test function group" 
Cr(M, G) :~- ~Jg CrK( M, G), modelled on the direct limit of topological L-vector spaces 
C~(M,L(G)) = limC~(M, L(G)), uniquely determined by a condition analogous to the 
preceding ones (s~e [36]; cf. [1] and [59] for the case where G is a finite-dimensional real 
Lie group, [27] for the case where K = R, L E {~, C} and L(G) is locally convex). 
13 .3  D i f feomorph ism groups  
If K is a local field (of arbitrary characteristic) and M a a-compact finite-dimensional 
smooth K-manifold, then the group Diff(M) of all C~-diffeomorphisms of M can be made 
a K-Lie group, and in fact in two ways, either modelled on the space 
C~(M, TM) = lim C~(M, TM) = lim lira CPK(M, TM) 
-----~ K -'--~ K e'--pENo 
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of compactly supported smooth vector fields, equipped with the LF-topology, or modelled 
on the same vector space, equipped however with the coarser topology 
C~(M, TM) = N C~(M, TM) = lim lim CPK(M, TM) 
pEN0 ~ pEN0 -'-+ K 
(see [36]). Based on different notions of smooth and Ck-maps (which involve additional 
estimates and boundedness conditions), various diffeomorphism groups of manifolds over 
local fields of characteristic zero have been considered as topological groups and as man- 
ifolds (but not as Lie groups) in the works of S. V. Ludkovsky ([52], [53]). Cf. also [48], 
[63], [54], [38], [55] for the classical constructions ofLie group structures on diffeomorphism 
groups of finite-dimensional real manifolds. 
13.4 Direct l imit groups 
Consider an ascending sequence G1 C_ G2 C • • • of finite-dimensional Lie groups over E = 
or a local field [~ each a closed submanifold of the next. Then G := ~JneN Gn can be given a 
E-Lie group structure modelled on the locally convex direct limit lira L(Gn), making it the 
direct limit of the given directed sequence in the category of E-Lie groups (modelled on not 
necessarily locally convex topological E-vector spaces) and smooth homomorphisms [36]. 
This result extends earlier studies in [58], [59], and [29]. 
Remark  13.3 As shown in [33], every finite-dimensional smooth p-adic Lie group (in 
the sense considered in this article) admits a C°°-compatible analytic Lie group structure 
making it a p-adie Lie group in the usual sense (as in [20] or [70]). It would be interesting 
to know whether this result generalizes to smooth p-adic Banach-Lie groups (where only 
partial information is available so far, [33]), or to Lie groups over complete ultrametric 
fields (or at least local fields) of positive characteristic. 
Remark  13.4 Part III and IV, Proposition 6.9, the second subsection of Section 7 and 
much of its first subsection were contributed solely by the second author, and may become 
part of his Habilitationsschrift. 
A Vector -va lued  fo rms and  po lynomia l  mapp ings  
In this appendix, IK denotes a commutative ring with unit 1, and E, F are E-modules. For 
v C E, the (first order) difference operator Av, acting on maps q: E -+ F, is defined by 
~oq(x) := q(x + v) - q(~); 
then A.q is again a map E --~ F; iterating, we define the k-th order linearization of q by 
Lkq(x; Vl,... , Vk) := (A~I ... A.kq)(x). 
Since the difference operators A, and A~ commute, this is symmetric in vl,... , vk. 
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Definit ion A.1 An F-valued form of degree k is a map q: E --+ F which is homogeneous 
of degree k (i.e., q(tx) = tkq(x) for all t E K x E E) and such that 
Lkq(0; vl , . . .  , Vk) 
is K-multilinear in vl , . . .  , vk. 
For k = 2 our definition coincides with the usual definition of an F-valued quadratic form 
(cf. [18]). We will derive some consequences of the last condition. In a first step, let us 
forget the multiplication by scalars from K and consider E, F just as Z-modules, i.e., as 
abelian groups. 
Lemma A.2 For a map f : E ~ F the following are equivalent: 
(0) f is affine over Z, i.e., f (x )  = a(x) + b with a: E --+ F additive and b • F. 
(1) L2f  = O, i.e., for al lu,  v ,x  • E, A~A.I(x) = 0. 
(2) L2f(0; .) = 0, i.e., for all u ,v  • E, A~A~I(0) = 0. 
(3) For all x • E, the map E --+ F, v ~ A,f(x)  i8 additive. 
(4) The map E -+ F, v ~ A,f(0) is additive. 
Proof.  Assume f is affine over Z. Then A.f(x)  = f (x  + v) - f (x )  = a(v), hence Avf  is 
additive as a function of v and constant as a function of x. Thus (3) and (4) hold. Since 
A~c = 0 for all constants, (1) and (2) follow. 
Assume, conversely, that (4) holds. Set a(x) := f (x ) -  f(O) and b := f(0). Then 
A~a = A J .  By assumption, v ~-~ A,f(0) = Ava(0) = a(v) - a(O) = a(v) is additive. Thus 
f (x )  = a(x) + b is affine over Z. 
Assume (2) holds. As above, let a(x) := f (x ) - f (O)  and b := f(0). By (2), A~A~a(0) = 
0 for all u, v: 
0 = a(u + v) - a(u) - a(v) + a(O) = a(u+v)  - a(u) - a(v). 
It follows that a is additive, and hence f (x )  = a(x) + b is affine over Z. 
Since clearly (3) implies (4) and (1) implies (2), the lemma is proved. [] 
P ropos i t ion  A.3 For a map q: E -+ F the following are equivalent: 
(1) Lk+lq = O, i.e., for all Vo,... , vk ,x  E E, A,0.. .A,kq(x ) = 0. 
(2) Lk+lq(0; ") = O, i.e., for all v0,... , vk E E, A.o ... A,kq(0 ) = 0. 
(3) For all x C E, the map E k --~ F,  (v l , . . .  , Vk) ~ A~ 1 ... Av~q(x) i8 k-additive. 
(4) The map E k -~ F, (v l , . . .  ,Vk) ~-~ A~I...Avkq(0) is k-additive. 
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Proof.  Trivially, (3) implies (4) and (1) implies (2). 
Assume (2). Let f := A.2...A,kq. Then f fulfils Condition (2) of Lemma A.2 and 
hence is affine. By Condition (3) of Lemma A.2, vl ~ A~lf(x) = A. 1 ...Avkq(x) is 
additive in vl. By symmetry, it is then additive in each argument vl , . . .  , vk, and hence 
(3) holds. 
Assume (4). Let f := Av2 ... Avkq. Then A,lf(0) is additive in vl and hence f is affine 
by Lemma A.2. But then A,oA~lf = 0 by part (1) of the lemma, and hence (1) holds. [] 
Lemma A.4 Let q: E -+ F be homogeneous of degree k over E. Then, for all x E E, 
Lkq(0; x , . . . ,  x) = k!q(x). 
Proof.  Since both sides depend only on the values of q on the line Kx, we may replace q 
by the map ~(t) = q(tx) = tkq(x), i.e., we may assume that E = E, x = 1 and q(t) = t k. 
But then Alq(t) = (t + 1) k - t k = ktk-l+ lower order terms, and the claim is proved by a 
straightforward induction. [] 
Definit ion A.5 A map f : E -+ F between E-modules E, F is called a homogeneous 
polynomial mapping of degree k if, for every E-linear surjection ¢ : ~: --~ E from a free E- 
module E onto E, there is a k-multilinear map m : /~  -~ F with f(¢(x')) = re(x,.. .  , x). 
The map S is called a polynomial mapping if it is a sum of homogeneous polynomial 
mappings. Note that E -+ F, x ~ re(x,.. .  , x) is a homogeneous polynomial mapping in 
the sense of [17] ch. 4, par. 5, no. 9 (where it is always assumed that the departure space 
is a free module). In view of [17] ch. 4, par. 5, Prop. 13, this means that, given any system 
of generators (ei)iei of E, the function f is given by an expression of the form 
S( E tiei) = E taut' 
iEl lal--k 
using the usual multi-index notation t~ := I-L~I t~ ~ and la] := ~-~i a~ for a multi-index a
which vanishes almost everywhere. The coefficients aa E F of course depend on (e~)i~t. 
If E itself is free, it is easily seen that our definition coincides with the one from [17]. 
Comparing with Definition A.1, we see that every homogeneous polynomial map of degree 
k is a homogeneous form. For k -- 0, 1 the converse is clear, and for k = 2 we have: 
Lemma A.6 If q : E -+ F is a quadratic F-valued form, then it is a homogeneous poly- 
nomial map of degree 2. 
Proof.  In case E is free, this is proved in [18] Ch. 9, par. 3, Prop. 2. The general case 
follows by applying this to the quadratic form q o ¢ where the linear map ¢ is as in A.5. [] 
Note that the proof of the quoted result from [18] does not immediately carry over to 
general k; thus it is not clear whether the analogue of A.6 holds for general k. For smooth 
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forms we prove this in 5.5. Finally, we remark that a more formal concept of polynomial 
mappings between modules has been defined by N. Roby in [65] (see also the appendix of 
[50] for the basic facts). Quadratic maps in the sense of [65] give rise to quadratic maps as 
defined here; this is proved in [65], but for maps of higher degree no analogues are given. 
It would be desirable to have general algebraic results clarifying the relations between the 
various concepts. 
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